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In l951-5f> llmerican colleges Hnd univex•sities will 
graduate approximr.tely two hundreo thousand students- ... of 
1Nhich approximately three hundred will be graduated in 
Stockton, California--and will present tht~m i'ace to .face 
vJith theil' px•ospective employers. •.rechnically 1 most of 
these students tvill be •,;ell qualified for their rGspective 
positions. 'rhe chemist ~Jill i:;e qualif'ied :for further 
research; the dootor will be qualUied to prac·tice 
medicine; und the lawyer 111ll be rea.dy to defend his first 
client. But, ~~ith these technical skill.s mastered• how 
vi:l.ll he present hiw.sel:t:'? H.is first intervie~J wi ttl tt1e 
employer t.tsua.lly tells the full st.o:ry. Is his voice toJhat 
it should be to take M.m to the top of his chosen 
profession/ Is the pitch, tlle intensity, tlle quality, and 
the rh.ytbXn \·Jell integrated. into the speech pe.ttE!rn·r Does 
t.he ar·ticulation, t;he vocabulary, and the orgen.i.zation of 
subject matter need i'U?ther ~Jerk'? Does he stutter? Is he 
hard. of hea.ring'l Does he have some persomc.l r::djtlstment which 
I!Jill hinder him :i.n hls quest f'ol' a job? F'or some, speech 
is a defin:i te Hsset i but for others it becomes the sola 
disqualifying .factor. 
I. TH!i; l?ROBLl~~~ 
statement .Q.f the problem. It was the purpose of 
this study (1) to find the x•elative ex"ent to •~hich certain 
aspects of speech influence the selection of employees; 
(2) to show the relation between the speech aspects 
studied in this \vork and the number Clf employee posi tioxl.s 
covered by the study; and (3) to present so:me employer 
attitudes with regard to speech in industry. 
Iroportanc~ ~~he 2tud~. In industry, the important 
communications talre place in face-to-i'ace rela_tionships. 
The best ~~ay to get infortnation across hHs always been 't~o 
talk dirlilctly with those who are to receive it--or, at 
least to those who can pass it along. J;,s e. medium for 
getting ourselves understood and f'ol' grasping the thoughts 
of others, there is no substitute for th€ spoken word. 
Trt:~e mastery of tne speech sltills requires a ---1 
successful integration or reading, leJl'iting, spealting, and 
listening. No one of these skills, in itsel.f, is enough. to 
enable a person to communicate successfully in business and 
in life. In fact, none of' these skills can be developed to 
its fullest extent except in co~ordinHtion dth the ethel's, 
because by theil• ve:cy nature they al'El all linlted together 
in lif'<l. Speech Hnd thoue;ht a.re intin;ately cormectea from 
:in!'ancy, whether we are thinking o.f the growth of the 
individual hUl1lan being, o1• the development o:f t;he hUJ1Je.n race 
:l.n general. In the development of these sk:llls, v1e see 
that speaking and listening develop !'iut, and writing and 
reading JJlUCl:l later--again, 111hetller ;ve are thinking of the 
indi vidua1l hUJ1J(tn life, or of the life oi' the hUJ1Jan race. 
·ro fi!Ost of us this means, among other things, tl:la.t if 
\ve speak incol'rectly, 1tJe will also write incorrectly; if we 
mispronounce words, we will. tend to misspell them. But 
most important of all, if' our th1nking i.s not clear, our 
speech and our 't~riting as ~Jell, <Jill lack th~1t clarity which 
can have its Ol'igin only in clear thought. <:'poech--
comrnunication 1dth others--is the essence of everyday life. 
~luccessful corrllllunication is the key to hel'monious inter-
relationships in business and in life. J 
The impo:rtanoe of a study such a,s the one here 
undert~~.ken, is of' such tar-reaching implications that the 
very thought of such a problem. p1•esents immediate serious 
problems., It therefore becomes necessary to explain and 
define almost evel'Y pbrwe of the study and to clear the >'illY 
f'or the ,next step. Because comrr,unication, in some llltl.nner or 
another, is nece~:>sa,ry to convey thought from one person ·to, 
another, every branch of industry and evel'y person in that 
industry is affected by it • ]';von the pHrson in l:JarehOUSEl 
number tlti.rty-four--v;l:w never sees P customer or tl1.e 
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public--must JJ<iCeiva instruetions. imd he mttst, .in some 
manner or another, :llespond.. Thus, it beco1nes necessary for 
some person to be able to send, or give, instructions, and 
for anothel' to be able to roceive and intel'Net those 
instructions. 
Good habits of speech may not nlv1ays be absolutely 
essential~-but there is little doubt but that they are 
E~Ssets to their possessor. Poor habits of speech may not 
be a matte:v of life or dee.th, but they are most certainly 
always liabilities. 
/Any study vJllich is designed to eveluate snd to place 
on a scale oi' rehrtive importance those speech habits that 
present difficulties between the employer and the employee 
is of tremendous importance, both to i:ndustry ~:md to tlle 
persons seeking positions in the'!; industry. It may even 
become a guide for both the employer and the prospective 
employee. It presents information and enables the employel' 
to aaqua,int himself •Jith those aspects of speech Vlh::i.ch most 
o:rten ai'i'ect his judgment when hiring. The prospective 
employee may also use flUCh a st;udy to his personal advantage 
by evaluating himself in terms o.f 1;he scale provided by this 
st1ady. 
By such a study as 't.his, it, therefore, becomes 
possible for an institution such as the College of the 
5 
Paci.fic•-which is located in the area whore this study ~Jas 
conducted-~to examine the curriculum end to detel•min,, the 
extent to vJhich :l.t ls prepr:J.ring its graduates, not only in 
·t.he technical skills fox their chosen field• but also in the 
field of speech 8.5 Nell. The fact that th~l etudy was 
conducted in s. metropolitan <J.rea of e.pproxim.ately one 
hundre<i ·:no~enty-f:l:ve thousand population, and covered eighty 
firms, with a total employee capo.city of tv1enty-six 
thousand nine hundred and eighty positions, e•dds immensely 
to its impo1•tance. If the city of Stockton, CrJ.lifornia, 
can be considerad a typical city :f.or its size and 
population, it can be ss.fely predicteti that this study is a 
typical cross section of the employer-employee :relaltionsl'lip 
with regards to speech :Ln industry. 
II. DE:FINITIONS OF' ':CF.;."\MS USED 
Speech. ;;;peact1, as used in the title of this study 
requires a comprehensive d.efini"tion. It ;~as intended 'tl1at 
it should not mean the production of voice (phonation) 
alone. Perb.aps cmnmunication ~>Jould batter fit this meaning 
for there are ce:rt~:in other a.spects of the integrated 
individual tha·t. can logica.lly be brought into oul' definition 
or speech. ·rhe first ~;nd most fundamental step in the 
speech act is, of' coux•se, that of voice. The devle.tions of 
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voice are, perhaps, the most difficult to classify and 
t~;bulate in terms of mathematical accuracy. In fact, the 
J~easu:rement of vibrations of t.he vocal cords and the complex 
tones which result :f.'rom the modifying ef:fect of the larynx. 
p):1arynx 1 nasal Cl1amb:ors. and t.he buccal cavity is sometlling 
wh:i.ch can. be done >d th only t\ fai:r d.egree of o.ccuracy even 
with the best Jllschanical equipment. However, the auditory 
sensations '1hioh result from the actlvit:l.es of the speech 
mechanisms c~m be described. in psychologice.l terms which 
hnve come to have a more or less standard meaning ~;mong a 
lal'ge numbel' of nt:tthorities in the field of speech~ In 
describing the bnsic fittributes of a voice, the follo•,ving 
psychologlcr.l terms, 1J:i.th their Mcompanying physical 
col'rala.tivest are commonly used: pitch (frequency)• 
loudness (intensity OI' ene:rgy) • qualii;y (composition) • 
duration (time 01• quant:l.ty). 'fhese four basic a.tt:ributes 
are ·the gencsral measu:~:tng st:tcks by c~b.ich eacl"l voice is 
evaluated, H<:n,Jever 1 <~ach of these general descriptive 
terms must be rer.1uced to cw;sn mo:r.e specific t;e:rms ln order 
to ef'ford. the grounds for mo:re specific evaluation. And in 
order not to judge a. pel!son by the voice alone. it was 
deemed necesso.ry to include in our me~u1ing of s:peect1 some of 
those personal r-.djust.ments wl:tich obviously cw:mot be iUs· 
associated i:'rom the speech act. '1il1en any given individual 
produces voice (phona.tes) he also has some accompanying 
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cttaracter.istics--som.e of ,;hich cha;racterize him as the 
individual that he is. It :ls the de!'inite belief of the 
person doing ti1is study--alld of the supe:rvi.sor;y CclJZlllli ttee 
us ,,Jell--that ln a study such as the one ltere conducted • 
such things as eye contact, nervousness 1 poise • articulo,-
tion, vocabulary, cla:ri.ty of thought, si.ncarity, 
enthusiasm, confid<mce, and the general display <Jf ·t;he 
pel•scnality are pe1•sonal <ldjustments vJhich must. be included 
in the defin:ttion o!' speech. Of pa.Nwtount si&raificance to 
tl'l.l.s study in pa:rticular, is tile f'act t.ha.t in eaoh o1' 
these s,ttributl.;lS of speech there &re po·tentie.l &reas of 
extensive r::nc! cotllplex vari!l.bili·ty. '£herei'ore, if we accept 
arJ:if given standal'd as the norm, \r•e shall find deviations of 
varying degx<H!S :l..n both direoti.ons. \tie must accept, 
therafore. some knoom set stsnclard as the one fol! use in 
this study. Van Riper has a clea:r! and concise definition 
of defective speech. He says: 
Speech is defective 1tJhen it deviates so far f:t•om the 
speech of other people that it calls attention to. 
itself, interferes with co!mnJ,mication, or causes J.ts 
possessor to be maladjusted.l 
~?ales help. :L'hia lttbel \Hl.S int;ended to categorize 
the employees 1vllo meet "the general public. lind• in meeting 
l c. Van Hiper 1 §peeen Gor:reetion Princ;J,-r2;l.es ~ 
Methods, p. 15. 
the public they sell the fil'm and its merchandise. They 
are the ones who are in constant direct contact with the 
prospective buyer, and their every act rnay; in scHue w,;,y or 
another t ini'luence the sale of t;he product, or the 
reputation of the firm. It is the type of sa~es help·-
high or lo~J caliber--rather than the quality of merchandise 
that sometimes detel'mines the public attitude to~;;ard a, 
given firm. 
O.t'f':t,ce he;J,p. Those individuals ~Jho are engaged 
primarily fo1• the purpose of ma.intai.ning 'the of.t'ice of the 
firm are in this category. Bookkeepers 1 file clerks, IBM 
machlne opex•a:tors, typists, stenographers. and other office 
machine operators are examples of office help. ln this ,, 
study these persons must be considered es qualified for 
their respective teolmica,l jobs. ::Cl:tis ls considered 
feasible because there must be no consideration o.t' any 
aspect other than the speech, v,rhen responding 't;o the 
questionnaire. For the most part, persons included in the 
office help category will have slight contacts with the 
lJublic but some oontaot through s110h media as tbe telephone ' . 
and the letter is unavoidable fo1• them. 
Hegept;!.onisij. The l'ecep"tionist. is the i.ndi vidual 1t1ho 
meets visj_tors and .t'orma.lly introduces 'them to the firm. 
In this study the person at t.he infor!llation deslt ;,;as 
considered to fal.l into this category. Also 1 the .personnel 
director • t.he credit intervie1r1er, the store manager, ~H!d 
each department manager, might be called upon to assume the 
roll of receptionist. 
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sto9kroom helP• This group of employees is comprised 
o:f.' those persons wl1o have little or no aontaa·t witl:.t the 
public, It was not intended that this group be limited to 
the pGrson actually engaged in work. in a stockl'aam. Instead, 
it meant that this .group also lncJ.ude the genera.l labor<i:lr. 
1\U. example of this would be in the canning industry where 
the general laborer t•ould .be classified under the stockroom 
help category. It is believed that the speech and actions 
of ·the persons in tl::tis gro11p ~;auld not appreciably ai'fect 
the attitudes of the public toward the fi.rm 1 since t.heir 
contacts vJith the public are slight. '.rhe persons in this 
category 1u•e px•imarily situated so as to contact only thOse 
per sons who hre connected 111i'th the fi:rm in 1iJl:licl1. they are 
located. 
Pitch. Psycnologically speaking, pitch represents 
the relative positions or the voice in terms of lligl:lness or 
lo\~ness on a musical scale, during tt1e process of. 
speaking. \'lEist defines pitch H.S; 
Pitch 1 key; the acutemws or gravity of a tone, 
dependent lt,.rgely upon the :t.'requency of the vibratJ.ons 
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producing it, but dependent also in part upon their 
intensity and overtone structure. Brot.tdly speaking, 
the greater the numbel' of vibrations pe:r unit o.f: tinle, 
the higher the pitch or key and the rnore acute the 
tone; conversely, the less the number <.)f vibrations, 
'the lo;,er ·tne pitch or .l{ey f<nd the mon grave the 
tone.:a 
In terms ot the physics of the voice 1 pitc.h, there-
fore, refers to the frequency o:f.' vibr1:1.tion o:f.' the vocal 
cords • 
.1\.pproprie.teness of pitch in the individual case is 
determined by two factors 1 (1) whether the general. pi·toh 
level is too high to be esthetically pleasing; and (2) 
tvhether the pitch level is too high to contribute to the 
potenti.ally most desirable voice for the individual 
concerned. Fo:t> every individual there is a certain ~~rea on 
the scale o:t' frequency vibrations vJhich gives rise to the 
most desirable speaking voice. \llithin this :t'!i'Jlge the 
individual seams to ·be able to make use of the resonators, 
the lal'y:nx, the pharynx, nasal. 1.md buccal cavities, to t.he 
greatest advantage with the minimum effort. Furthermore, 
v1l1an an attempt is macle to change this :r.egister o:r pitch, 
the result is usually a displeasing mu generally less 
' 
e:f"fecti ve qua~i ty. 3 
2 Hobert ~'lest, Lou Kannec1y, and Anna Ca.rr, ~ 
Hehubilitat;!,on 2!: Speecu, p. 622. 
a W. H. Briga11.ce and R. K. Immel, Sneech M,§,kin1~ 
Princlples .and {'r~wl(io~s • p. 166. 
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High pitch. t.naE;rson says that "an object vibl'ating 
rapidly has a high frequency 1 11hich is heard as a. high 
pi tch."4 High pitch refers to the voice which is lreyecl so 
high that it is esthatioaJ.ly displeasing to the lis·cener. 
!t may also mean that the voice is keyed too high to 
produce the most desirable voice quality for 'the individual. 
concerned. This mtght mean that 'the average person would 
not expect to :t'ind a very hj.gh pitched voice in a man of 
exceptionally muscular or masculine stature. This type of 
voice will vary with di:f.'i'erant individualsi however, 
generally speaking, it is relatively easy to ue·t;ermine 
whether the voice is pitched too high for the particular 
individus~. v~n Riper says that "a high-pitched voice in. a 
male is definitely a handicap, cornmun:l.oative, economic. and 
social • .,5 
~ 11itcn. '!'his is exactly opposite to the high-
pitched voice. It refers to the voice that is pitched so 
low as to become displeasing to the listen<:r. !t may also 
produce an undesirable voice for the individual concerned. 
!t is probable that men could l:lardly have voices that are 
4 Virgil I>. Imderson, I:rza.iniug th§ Speaking Vo:j,ce, 
P• 104. 
5 van H:tper, saP..• cit., P• 22. 
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terist:tc o;f: the male i hov;eve:r, i't is most conceivable that 
certa:tn ,,~omen could be classified in ·t;he displeasingly low 
voice category. Van Riper says • 11 \i>/Jaen a •;oman • s voice is 
pitched very low and ce.rries a certain type of male 
ir.tflect:ton, it certainly calls attention to itself and 
causes maladjuli!tment."6 
~·$onotor~e. This type of voice is one in 1PJJ:lich almost 
all of the individual syllables, teJo.rds, or sentences are 
spoken in succession on one urwaried k.ey or p:i:l;ch. The 
sameness of tone fmd style makes this voice V<ll'Y 
monotonous. ilnderson says: 
Monotony a an be llef:tned as an absence of change • a 
sameness; end vJh:tle va.:riety and monotony at f:l.:rst 
glance appeltl' to be trt1ly antithetical, a moment •s 
reflection tolil.l disclose tm. t one can .have variety in 
his vocal ui;terance but still be monotonous. l''or 
eXtllllple, a :repetition of t;he same expressional pattern 
over and over' again, a patte:rn which in itself migltt 
sufficiently be varied• would produce a true monotony if 
continued over a pe:riod. of time. we have all heard 
speakers who illustrated trlis vocal fault, allowing the 
voice to rise here and fall there in the same manner 
from pl:U'ase to phrase. until the t'J.nal and total ef'fect 
•11as one of complete monotony. 7 
F'alse'!jto. The falsetto voice is one which. is 
pitched high, above the natural level for the individual. 
6 Van Ri:pG!', log! ill· 
7 Anderson. ~· cit., p. 178. 
The :falsetto voice is usually rof'Gl':l.'Gtl to as accurl'ing in 
men. The f'alsetto is usually no·t referre;d to in 11wmen 
because the hlgl:l pitched voice is usuctlly charac'teJ!istic 
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of the f'eme.le ra.thel' tl:lan tl:le male. M.en 1d1o sperut in false 
' voices that al'e keyed toe high are l:'eferred to as fa~setto. 
Van flipel~ has a clee!' des<n!iption of the falsetto voice; 
'.rho falsetto voice, which. is partly a disorder o:r 
pitch and partly one of voice, is still not thoroughly 
understood in terms of 1 ts manner of production. NegtlS 
declares thpt only the very eoges of ti1e col'ds vibrate 
and that they move up\vard and downward rather than 
ouhard and inward. \Yhen the htgher falsetto notes e.re 
being produced. only a portion of the cords vibrate. 
In the male voice, the lowest notes cannot be produced 
in a. :f:alsetto. and the highest notes are more easily 
phonated in the manner. '!he falsetto is easily 
Pl'Oduaed t>hen phonating in inhalation. and it is seldom 
present in such biolog;ice.l tlctlvities M sigb.ing or 
coughing. .Although little air pressure is needed to 
produce this type of voice • oomst:riotion of the 
laryngeal musculature usually occurs.6 
Erea.tj:}X. That qua~ity which is referred to as 
"br~:mthy" needs little explanation. n is either a 
concm~rent escape of ~l.ir in excess of the:t;; wi1ieh. is essential 
to the vibrating of the vocal bands, or it may be a 
.failure on the part o.f t.he cor•ds to use even the minimum ot 
the breath. stream essential to adequate voice production. 
A la:xness in ft.u:lction of the vocaJ. bands 1 whether due to 
functional or Ol'ganic abnormalities., is the crs,<lse of the 
8 Van Riper,~· cit •• p. 252. 
breathy quality.'il 
~ntensit;y. West dE~:rines intensity as: 
J!:ssen'tia.l energy carried by the sound waves; 
amplituda of vibration of the sounding body. In 
general, the intensity determines the loudness of a 
tone, but t11e intans0ty o.:t:' a. tone is not its volume (q.V.) or loudness.l 
Loud :!l£.iste:rou§. The original impetu;> which gives 
:rise to the tone, or the energy or force n<lilcessary to 
produce vocalization, is Jnaasured in terms or intensi'ty. 
A technical definition of' intensity has j1.1st been given. 
If the intensity is excessive for any given speaking 
situation, tl:1e voice is too loud for esthetic comfort, and 
is considered loud or boisterous. Davis defines loudness 
as: 
Loudness is the psychological attribute of sound 
that is most closely related to intensity. M the 
intensity of a pure ton~ increases 1 so docs the 
loudness that we hear.~~ 
1/leak. If' the intensity is inadequate for easy 
audibility in any ~ivan speaking situation, it is class-
ified as wealq thus producing a 111eak voice. Examples of 
9 Brigance and Immel, !ll2• cit., p. 102. 
10 West, Kennedy, and Cr:;_r:r, !ll2• cit., P• 609. 
ll Hollo•1ell Davis, ljearing ang Des.t'ness • P• 4i.:l. 
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this voice could be found in a person who has suffered a 
lengthy illness and is still physically ••eak. 
Qualitx. Fairbanks defines quality as: 
15 
That.attribute of tone which is determined by the 
composition of the sound 1vave 1 and ~1hich eruJ.bles us to 
discriminate between ttJo sounds vJl:lich are ali1'e in 
pitch; duration, and loudness, but yet are different.l2 
In this study, hot~ever • quality was taken in the 
more literal sense and was intended to mean the ".flavor" of 
speech which distinguishes one voice .from another•. Quality 
is often referred to as "timbre" or "'tone color." It is 
determined by the combination of resonances in the voice. 
In the human voice the quality is detarrllined in part by the 
initial tone produced in the larynx and in part by the 
influence of> the resonating air chambers above. 
Nasa;t.. 1\nder;:;on describes nasality as: 
Nasality, as the word is co:mmonly used, is a relative 
tel'lll denoting a departure from normal nasal resonance in 
the direction of either too much or ·too lit·t;le. Hence 
it follo11ls that there are two kinds oi' nasality, a 
positive nasality (too much nasal resonance on non-
nasal sounds), also c<:tlled nasa.lization, and ~l negati va 
nasality (too little), sproatimes referred to as 
denasaliza:tion. The speech in one exl:l.ibiting the 
positive type is <~haracterized by a sharp ·•tvJangy • 
quality on the vowel sounds; he can really be said to be 
talking through his nose. Negative nasality, on the 
12 Grant Fairbti:t.Uks • Voice and Articule.tion Dr 111 
Book• p. 106. 
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other hand, is associated. I.Jith a lack of resonance on 
the nasal consonants and a stuffiness or dullness of the 
vowel tones. Tt11s type:.~ of speech has sometimes been 
called •adenoid speech' or •cold-in-the-head speech. ol3 
Harsh. Van Riper has the following peragraph on 
harshness; 
Harsh, piercing. o:r rasping voices seem to be 
accompanied by this false vocal-cord vibration. 
Voelker descl'ibes the form o:r thfiil disorrlal' as 
ol1aracterized by a rattling• rumbling, cracking or 
ticker-like substitute !'or phonation. These extra 
vibrations oi'ten range from six to thirty per second. 
Normal speakers often show this voice quality when 
grunting or in moments of 1ndecision.l4 
kluskines~. Huskiness is somewhat like hoarseness 
with the possible exception t.hat huskiness is characterized 
by a mor<a aspirate, breathy quality, while harshness is 
more ha.rs.h. Temporary huskiness may indicete tempora,ry 
conditions in tlle larynx, such as acute lal'yngitis 
resulting from a cold or similHr infections of' the 
resplratory tract or from misuse of' the voice as ln yelling 
or shouting.l5 
~-metallic. Thin-metallic voi<!aS lack carrying 
power. :Mo:re often found in women than in men, this type of' 
13 Anderson, S!ll• cit., PP• lBl-2::;. 
14 Van Riper,~· cit., p. 853. 
15 Anderson, S!ll• cit., P• 66. 
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of voice is faint and indistinct. The voices of people wtlo 
have been sick for a long period of time usually have this 
characteristic. imonroa says: 
A number of' causes nmy combine to result in such a 
voice; the muscles of the tongue and pa~ate may be so 
inactive that inadequate use is made of the resonating 
cavities; the pitch level may be too high--even 
falsetto--so that ·the lower resonances are not \1Sect.l6 
l\l1ticulation. west defines articula.tion as follows: 
Articulation, literally, a joiningi in speech, the 
utter~mce of the individual sounds o:f speech in 
connected di.scourse; the movements during speech o:t.' the 
organs that modify the stream of voiced or unvoiced 
breath into meaningful souruls; the speech function 
par :formed largely through movements of tm mandible, 
lips, tongue, and valum,l7 
LispiBf?l. "A disorder of the slbiland sounds, 
especially s ami z, characterized by the substitution of the 
th consonants, a mushy sh or zh sound• and t or d. "16 
tjubst,agtion. The use of' one sound instead of the 
correct one, Many persons have been knotm to buy an "ita 
tream toda." or en all day "tucker," 
Omission. Omission means to leave out or omit a 
sound. Many of the omissions heard in articulation 
p. 86, 
17 \'lest and Carr, .sm, cit., p. 590, 
18 Van R!pel', .Q.l2.• sit., p. 20 
de.feotives are merely wealrly st;ressed consonants • JJ,1any 
per sons 1 ho'iiEIV~ll' • do entirely om:!. t sounds they carm.ot 
pl'oduoe. 
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Distortion. It would be impossible to portray the 
acoustic chari!IClteristics of soma oi' the distortions used by 
some persons even if the phonetic alphabet ·.~ere used. 
Usually distortion is characterized by an attempt to 
produce a substitution sound, but, llctually neither tho 
correct sound no:r the sound to be substit11ted are spoken. 
TM:re is a distol•tion o.f both the sounds, but producing 
neither clee.J.'ly. 
Vocabula;q;)!. Vocabulary is the scope oi' language 
the.t the person maintains. It is the sum o:f v1ords that the 
individual has at his disposal :for. use in speech. "\·:e have 
a reading (probablY the largest), a bearing, a speaking• and 
a writing vocabulal'y. Our speaking vocabulary is the 
smttllest. u19 
Wef!Ji; vocabulrtr:<L• A weak vooabulnry is a limited one. 
In the begi~ming of' this study it \•IB.S pointed out that the 
person being interviewed must assume tha.t the person 
requesting a posit1.on is teohnica.lly qual11'ied. f'ol1 the job. 
p. 62. 
1 "' ,7 
This would, of necessity, assure that the person has 
prepared in any technical vocab11lary \vhich is required for 
a speoif'ic job. Crocker says 1 in referring to the use of" 
cliches, "Virile thought hesitates to express itself in 
worn-out phrases. n20 Ue also refers to insipid i'Jords and 
expressions as usually showing e.n inactive mind.21 "Like-
wise • slat'liih 1mless 1 t is used deliberately, weakens one • s 
Of') 
expression."'~'~ The person should realize that he must use 
words which are cul'rEmtly commonly accepted. 
lj.vera,&e vocabulary. l'l1e average vooal:n.'llary as used 
here ref'ers t(J 1:1 general eve1•yday usage that is coitt!llon to 
the locale. The question on average vocabulary 1r1as 
intended to find out if the i'i:rm in question required any 
speoial vocabulary (disregarding a technical one). Soma 
people contend that ~on extensive vocabulaJ.'Y indicates a 
widely read and intelligent person. 
Rh;<£thm. The time element of speech is the rhythm. 
11Je have learn.ed to expect and to accept certhin rllytllms as 
the natural ones. Deviations :t'rom the aocept,able rhythms 
20 Ibid •• p. 63. 
2l Ibigq P• 64. 
~32 Loc cit -· ...,...._~ 
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create the imprest:ion of arti.t'iclality and, it extreme, may 
hinder understanding. 
Stgtter:t,ng. Van Riper dei'inas stuttering as: 
The dJ.morder cha.rt\ctel.'ized by blocld.ngs • prolonga-
tions, or repetitions of words, syllables, sounds, or 
mouth post;ures • all of v;Juch (tioe;eth.er with. the 
contortions or devices used to avoid, postpone, dis-
guise, st6trt 1 or release the speech abnormality) 
pt•oduce intenuptions ~md breaks in the rhythmic flow 
o!' speeoh.23 
It is di:f.ficult to describe stuttering. ·rhe !low of 
speecl'l is broken by hesi ta.tions, stoppages, or repetitions 
and prolonga.tions of the spetwh sounds. Fluency is 
interrupted by spasms, contortions, tremors, or 
abnormalities o!' phonation and respiration. It consists of 
speech interl"Uption,<J or such frequency and abnormality as 
to attract attet\tion, interfere 1rlitl'1 Collllllun:l.cation, and 
produce maladjustment in the individual. 
Hep;ional di'!!J,egt. l1egional di~•leot is e, local or 
provinc:tal f'o:~,•m of' a language, dii'.fe:ring distinctively <lith 
respect to pect.tlial'i ties or pr•ommciation, morphology • 
vocabulary, and ·the li'!:s:e • f'rom other fo:~ms of the l!!lllgus.ge. 
·Two good examples o!' dialects are t~1e ;lorkshire dialect. of 
England and ·t;he Kentucky motU'l.tein dialect. \'lebster says; 
k~3 ' - - ,.,_. •t:• Van Riper, !lll.• cit., p. ;;.6o. 
"The oustoma.ry speech of a rank o.r social class; as a 
peasant dialect; .rural dialect., negro dialect i the dialect 
of the educated class."24 
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Fol•e,ign ;ocent. f'eouliar or characteristic 
modifications of the voice or or the speeoll sounds is our 
meaning of fo:eeig.'l accent, Typica.l foreign accents co1mno11ly 
known to all are the German and F'renoh aooants. These seem 
to hold to a distinctive mode of eKpression which 
distinguishes their speech as clif:ferent from that of' others 
in that it is not gene:val 11merican speech. 
Ba.te • F'airbanks says of rate : 
Rate refers to the speed or speech. Your rate should 
be slow enough to render your speech intelligible, 
should at the s~uue time be neither too slow nor too 
:vapid, and should suit the material spoken in ·the 
situation in which it is spoken.. It may be conveni(l)ntly 
measured in words par minute.25 
The speed of speech is by no means const~mt and is 
not obtained by a continuous 'clocklike regularity. The 
normal speed of spaakirlg averages between one hundred ti~enty 
and one hundred e:l.gl1ty words per minute. 26 
24 \'/abster 's Nn Inte:r!Mit3.onal Dictionary (Second 
l!'.dition) 1 p. 718. · 
25 Fa.irbanlts • rul.· cit. 1 P• 141. 
26 Monroe, 2n• ciu., p. 101. 
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Grammar, '!echnically • grammar is the science tvhioh 
deals vlith the forms and. constructions of v1ords and 
sentences. !n this study• grammar wu meant to refer to 
the manner of speech in vlhich poor gramma.t:l.ca.l structure of 
sentences caused the person concerned to be maladjusted in 
speech situations. 
SUbjec'!i Jna,tte!l• Subject matter would appear to be 
self-explanatory. It means the ideas ·~hat the one person 
wishes to convey to ~•nother, In ·t;he organization and 
presentation of his ideas the person might appear '1mixed-
uprt in his thoughts, or he might appear to be rambling on 
and on, saying nothing. He might show little clarity of 
thought structure. The employer might be sure that the 
individual who is being interviewed knows exactly what he 
is trying to communicate, but that person might shO\"J some 
of the difficulties of presentation that call attention to 
themselves and thus become barriers to a clear"communica·· 
tion of ideas. 
Persona* ~djustmegts. In this section of the study 
it was intended to investigate ~lome of the more pertinent 
personal aspeets of the individual that are usuall.y conveyed 
in his speech. These aspects of ·t;he individual are labeled 
"personal. a.djustments" in this study. This label •~as used 
for lack. of a better term to cover these aspeots of the 
.. 
pel.'soxJ.ality during speech. F,xamples o:f these personal 
aspects are poise, si.ncerlty, enthusiasm, antagonism. 
egotism, etc, It v1a1s a~so intended to include only some 
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of those personal aspec·ts that can be overcome 'qith much 
work and personal effort on the part of the individual, and 
to avoid inclusion of any terms that might cnme within the 
.realm or psychology. The terms here included would 
probably be eonside:red partly as psychological--but, it 
appeal'S that psychological or psyellietric treatment would 
not be necessary as a means o:f adJustment. 
Poise. Poise is the bearing or carriage of the 
body. Poise is often reflected by hovJ well a person carries 
his head. There is a ~Jide range between the person wittl 
little poise and the person t<~ho is exceptionally well 
poised. '.Chis wlde range. betl'Jeen the two is most generally 
considered acceptable. 
Singer:lJ~I.· Webster says. ''Sincerity, the quality or 
state of being sincere; especially .• honesty of mind or 
intentiOni :f'r~'.l13,om from simulationt hypocrisy, disguise, or 
false pretense.w27 
27 Vlepstel"s Ney International Q±ctiona:gy (Second 
Edition), P• 2343. 
Affected. The state o:f' appearing artificial or un• 
natural. A pretentious person. J:,ffeotation in speech is 
noticeable because it deviates from the normal speech. 
Enthusiasm. A per5on ~vho displays strong feeling or 
interest. I• display of eagerness for a cause or subject. 
Some people are l'e:f'e:rred to as being inspired and 
enthusiastic in their speech. 
Antagonism.. In speech, antagonism is the display of 
Mstility or inharmonious feelings; a display of active 
opposition or resistance. 
&:otism. Egotism is seli'-centeredness. It is 
characterized by self-conceit and selfishness. ':Cl'le frequent 
use of the word "I" in speaking i hence t ·the practice o.f 
speaki~ too much of oneself; seli'-exaltation; selt-
praise.28 
Apology, A display of apology is seen in the 
individual who is al1ti!itYS t,rying to justify himself. This 
type of person is alwa.ys on the defensive. He seldom ever 
speaks his mind for fear of being wrong, He may even appear 
reluctant to talk at an. 
Rom1nee~i!Ji5.. A display of' a hughty or overbea.Ping 
personality by speech. 
Handicapped. T.his section of the study deals only 
\~ith t11e person ~~l:to is physically handice.pped by impaired 
hearing. 
Deaf. In this study, deaf refers to the person 111ho 
is unable to perceive speech sounds • 
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.§.!lm. languau. The use of the hands in making signs 
and spelling words for commuaioation of' ideas. 
Lip-£eadin~. Watching the speaker, his face• his 
gestures, 1md especially his lip movements, as a means of 
perceiving ideas. Lip-reading also includes a general 
gl!!lSping of the social situation in \1hlch the conversation 
is ta~Lng place. 
Heariss aid. Davis de:f'in~Js hearing a.id as follOi<:o: 
Arry instrument that brings sound more loudly to t~he 
listener's ear. It may simply collect. more sound energy 
from the air; o:r it may prevent the scattering of' sound 
during transmission; or it may provide additional energy, 
usually from the batteries of an electrical 
lill1lplifier.29 
P9 ~ Davis, QQ• ~., P• 161. 
CHAF'I'EH II 
A reviav1 oi' t~vaila.ble book.s and period:tcals failed 
·co produce any information bet:1:d:ng directly \1itl1. the 
problem hol'e undei•taken. No attempts to graduate certain 
aspects of speech into a scale of importance for industry 
have been brought to light by reseal'ch conducted during 
ttus study. A f'etv articles \1ere found that stressed the 
importance of speeckl in industry, All volumes of tlle 
Quarterll: Journal Q.t: ~>peec!). from 1920 .to 1951, inclusive, 
were scanned for possible articles pertinent to this study. 
Here again, articles were found that \•louJ.d tend to st.ress 
the importance of' speech 1.n lndustry--'but none nttacked the 
problem as undertaken by thls study. Golpe~ said, "Voice 
and correct ore.l expression are tools which need to be 
developed and sharpened as much as the tools of reading, 
writing 1 nnd arithllletic. ,1 The statement is typical of the 
genEll'alness c~i·tll ~lhioh authors have at.tacked the JJJ!oblem of 
·~ 
speech in lnrlustry. A revie1t1 of ten texts"' ;;hi ell. 111ere 
llsted as dealing witll business and speech ;vas madEJ with a 
l A. c:l.dney Golper, "llolc:e Dexterity 1 .i\n Essential in 
Buslness," ~ Journal 21: :ggsiness TJ:ducatj,on, XV, No. 9, 
19 ;;:;o, l"lay, 1940. 
2 see Appendix B .• 
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specific pUl'pose o:r :finding tl1.e oms01ers to sollll:l of the 
questions presented in -~h:ts study. 1\lot one· of' these texts 
has attacked the problem in the same manner as has been 
attempted here. Th<il textboo1;:s c.tleOked have all, quite 
readi.ly, accepted the fact that certain speech aspects are 
important; but they are all concerned with speecl':unakin.g. 
Invariably the textbook wl'itel's deal ~lith thE< mechanics o:t' 
prepar~1tion and delivery of speeches, but fail to appraise 
the speech aspects 1<1ith l'egards to tho~;e unfavorable voice 
and personal characterist;ics 1r1hich so often pl'esent 
diff.iculties bet;.Jeen the employer and the employee. ~lome of 
the boolcs go so far as to def.ine terms and discuss the 
different types of voices involved; but; t,lley 1'&1 to 
evaluate the speech difficulty in terms of its importance 
when the person is actually in the process of seeking 
emplt.yment. Wagoner has an important idea \~hich tends to 
shoVI the relat1on1sh.!p bet1~een vocalization mtd temperament : 
'!'he intimate .relation bett,aen vocalization and 
tempel•ament finds expression not only in the qua.lity of' 
the voice but also in the mode !ond speed of articulation. 
'l'hnt idiosyncx•acies of speech are directly relate(i to 
emotional st~<tes is Bo co;r1uonly accepted as to 'bs an 
important faeto1• in ';~izing-up 1 a. ne~1 acquaintance or a 
prospec·t;ive employee. ·J 
"' 0 L. C, ir/agoner, "&peech as nn Indication of 
l'amperamental ~traits," (~Jtanrte:r_ly ,ZOJ1l'nal 2! Eipeech, XI, 
No "' 1l "'"''( J\'"lo lOot; • 0; .~;· • .V\.J 1 ,u,, '-''' t v~v If 
This pa.ssage from \'Jagoner HOnld. emph.19 .. size the 
generalness vii th which voice, nnd mod.e, nnd speed of 
art:tculation, are discussed with rela.tion to business and 
ind1~stry. 
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Many books and articles have been vJl'itten 11;hich deal 
>"lith the 1ndividual speech aspects mentioned in this study. 
ll'lany books have been written on voice, articulation1 
rhytb..m, vocabulary, subJect matter, stuttering, hard-of-
hearing, etc. li. like nmnber of books hnve been ~1dtten on 
such personal lldjustroents as poise. s:i.ncerity• enthusiasm, 
antagonism, c<mfidence 1 tmd the display of a domineering 
personality. In most cases the works e1.re complete in that 
they present a clear picttue of their individua.l pi•oble.m, 
and it is here clearly u:nclerstood that any o:r. these aspects 
taken singly would present a field of study peculiar in 
itself'. l"Iowever, with so much matal':l.aJ. on individuaJ. 
pl'oblems available, it was deemed a 1rlOl'thwh11e project to 
consoJ.idate the mol'e pert:l.nent ones into ~~ questionnaire, 
and conduct a survey to determine theil' X'!zlative position 
on a scale o.f importance. 
CHAl?'rER III 
At the beginning of' this work a eomprehens:l.ve 
discussion of' t11e problem was eondueted vd.th the thesis 
committee. It Nns intended the.t both tho coJJunittee ~m.d the 
student conducting the study have &;s thorough lrnovJledge of' 
the problem as ~Jas po,1sible at th1:.t time. Special 
atten-tion v1a.s giv~m to the object of the study. It ·.vas f"Nm 
this discussion that the complete statement of the problem 
was f"o:rmulated. 
li'ormula·tion ot: a questlonnf'.il'e ···iflS the second major 
step of the study~l Se:r.ious consideration was given to thls 
portion of' the sturly 11i'th the aiu of including those aspects 
o:f' speech tJh1ch are most oormnonly cons:i.de:ced detrimental to 
·t;he individual. From i;h:ts standpoint, the study can be 
considered a negative approach to the proble.m. Speech 
aspects are hex•e cons:!.dered 1r111en the speech seems to be 
defective. No attempt has been made to gauge employer 
atti"tudes on the positive consideration o:f' these speech 
aspects. 
1 see Appendix. A. 
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It \4as considered inadequate for the purpose o:r this 
study to include only those aspects oi' speech vJhich concern 
voice in phonation. It'ier:<~ly to bns>ver t,J:le questions about 
voice quality, rate, rhythm, or e~ticulation was not 
enough. '!'here are other aspects of sp~lech. ,.l1J.eh aJ!e just as 
.lmportant ·.to a study of' this !tind. Such speech aspects as 
eye contact, nervousness, poise, ;;re11m1ar, ana. porson~:.lity 
display have g groat pal•t to play 1;hen an individual is 
being intel'viawed i:'o:c a position in some firm.· For this 
reason questions concerning these other aspects of speech 
'llf.ll'e also included in the questionnaire. 
!t \•it:ts believed that tb.e best method of ob·taining the 
necessary in.for:nm.tion fox• the E:olut;J.on to thls pl'oblem 1>JaS 
to use tb.e i•per.sona.l intfdl'view" method. Ce;r:tain specific 
questions had to be formule.tad in order. t(l cany the study 
to its completion. Ai'ter 'thfJ questionnai:t•e \·!!'tS approved 'by 
the ·thesis committee, a direct plan of approach to the 
problem vJas dl•afted. A list oi' eighty-eight .i'Lrms in the 
Btoclcton area. viEJ.S compiled. 'rhey Here arranged in groups 
according to their geot;raph:l.eal location. 'l?his ,;as done to 
facilitt;rte -t-;J~I'Jn:Jpol.'tation to them, and. to insnra a minimum 
oi' t.ime vJB.s'lied 'by tr•aval. 
It v1as deemed necessary to lr.tlep the val'ir<bles to a 
minirr,um if 'tl:Wl'e ':las to be valid.ity to the study. Thus, it 
was decided that not more than three interviews should be 
made in any one day. These intervie~Js were made in the 
morning between the hours of ten and t;TNelve noon. One 
person did all of' the interviewing, The policy as here 
outlined would seem some11Jhat mol'e consistent w1th an 
objective approach to the problem. B;y conducting the 
interviews in the mornln.:!,S 1 it was believed that those 
persons being interviewed vJOuld react somewhat in the same 
manner to the questionnaire. This seems to be an 
important aspect of the study since the noon n1eal• with a 
short rest at that time • might l':tave some affect upon the 
mental and physical alertness of bottt the intervie1fJer and 
the person being intervim~ed. 
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The method of intervie\v ~.1as consistent in all cases. 
The interviewer approached the office of the firm and asked 
to see the personnel marl!J.ge:t• or the person doing the 11il'ing. 
Upon being introduced to that person. a short explana.t:!.on 
of the nature ot' th<;~ problem was presented. In all oases 
specific mention was made of t,he fact tha·t in an::nHill'ing each 
o:f t11e questions presented by the questionnaire • the 
prospective employee should be considered qual.ifiec1 fo1• the 
position l:le is seeking, Also, specH'ic mention ~1as made of 
the fact tl:lat only the speech. aspects were to be considered 
in answering the questlons. A brief ex-planation was made to 
be certain that the pex•son being interviewed· ~~as aware of 
the fact that the speech aspect .tn question should be 
considered noticeable to him. It was most essential that 
the employer undex•stand the.t each particular speech aspect 
mentioned in the quest:tonnai:re might or m:l.ght not present 
difficulties ln communication, but in all ctH'Jes t the 
employer was aware of the defect ln the speech of the 
prospective employee. 
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It >'Jas also necessary to define the four employee 
categories used in the study. EB.ch empluyer t-Jas questioned 
to ascertain ~Nhether or not he toJas satis:f'ied with tl'le four 
divisions o:r employees used.. As the questionnabe 
progressect during each interview, it was essen·tial to keep 
tne person being interviewed aware of wht\t \vas being 
specifically asked by each question. If necessary, a brief 
de:f'inition, or imitation of the speech defeat was 
presented. l~o discussion \1e.S conducted during the inter-
vie,~s, except fo1• possible short discussions on the meanings 
of some of the defects. The interview ><las completed in its 
entirety in each case. The average length of tl1.e interviews 
was twenty minutes. .1\.t the conclasion of each intervie111 a 
brief discussion was held with t,he employer. Most 
interviews resulted in stimulating discussions afterwards. 
J~CJch personnel manager or e!Tlployer intervie1o1ed vms 
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assured tha.t neither his name nor the name o1' the firm he 
represented would be published in the report of this study. 
With this assura .. nce in mind they were requested to give an 
honest answer--and that there ~1ere no £\l'lSvJers considered 
good or bad ones. !t Nas most important that the personnel 
managers and employers understand that the purpose of the 
study was to ascertain those aspects of speech which are 
most noticeable when a person is being intervie'Wed for a 
position in their fi:L'm. 
Eigl1ty firms are represented in this study tdth en 
employee cover!l.ge of twenty···Six thousand nine hundred. and 
eighty positions. The firms were chosen with much care so 
as to be a representative cross section of' 'the irldustries 
of stockton• California., ~'ll:ld its surrounding area, 
Hesults of ·the eighty interviews '\'Jere tabulated• end 
are pl•esented in the following pages. 
' ' 
DIVISIONS OF '£Hg STUDY 
~rhe investigator felt that any questionnaire of' this 
nature purporting to deal ef'f.'ectively 1CJ1th industry and j.tlil 
diff'erent types of positions lltust take ample consideratlon 
of ·the divis:l.ons of employees. Therefore, the study "~a.s 
divided into four employee ca.tegories, >~ith a possibility 
for an ans~er for each question in each of the four 
categories of employees. 
I. CA'f1WORD1S OF GM:Pl.OY!l:E~! 
For the purpose of t.he study here conducted, the 
questionnaire '!;JEW constructed so as to accommodate four 
groups of employees. The tour groups considered were: 
(l) se.les tlelp, (2) office help, (~~) receptionists• and 
(4) stockroom help, vJith the definitions of these four 
categories of employees clearly in mind--as def'ined in 
Chapter I--i't was considered that a.ll employees were 
adequately covered by the questionnaire. :1\.'ven the most 
diverse industries \vera able to bring ·t;heir employees into 
these :four general categories. t1uch j_ndustries as 
canneries, shipbuild.ing establishments 1 motor ·transportation 
comp~:mies, bo.x factories, and general contractors had no 
more trouble in bringing their employees into the four 
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categories than did the dGJpartment sto:l.'l.lS, fUN1i ture 
companies, and, the school deps,rtments. It was, of course, 
considered most urgent to insure that all of the employees 
of the firms be covered by the questionnaire. The position 
coverage was one of the most important phases of,the 
preliminary discussion of the questionnaire with the 
employer. None of the employers who were interviewect 
expressed dissatisfaction with the breakdown o:f' etnployees 
into these four main categories. Tr~ey wel'e all asked if 
they dld or did not a,gree with the divislon of employees 
as used by the questionnaire. 
It must also be noted that eight firms reported no't 
hiring sales help; eight:; firms reported not hiring office 
h.elp; thirty·t~Jo fii•ms repor"l;ed not hirlng receptionists, 
and eight firms reported not hiring stockroom help. All 
flrms represented thl'ee or more of the .four categories of 
employees. 
The questionnaire was divid<"'d into several parts so 
as to l'.tdequately cover certain aspects of speech v1hioh 11H?Jre 
deemed important from the employer-employee standpoint. 
II, '~l\JESTIONNAIRE 
Questions .Qf !.l. general ns,tu:re, Ti::te :first g1•oup of 
questions--one through four--~rJere purposely of a general 
nature. It <JaS :felt that the information requested. ;vould 
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t'u:r:n:Lsh some very interesting figures on the fil'ms 
interviewed. It 111as also felt that a few gene:r•al questions 
at tlle beginnlng of the lengthy questionnaire v;ould .f1.unish 
a means of establ1sh:l.ng l'19.pport with tile person being 
interviewed. questions one through .four dealt ·1;ith. the 
educational requirementHl which the firm might consider 
essential fo1• employment with ·;.hem. These questions alao 
considered 11Jhethel' or not the employer does or does not 
take notice -when the prospecrtive employee has good or bad 
speech habits. 
Pitg.h. Pitch 1•Ja.s considereo to be one of the most 
important aspects of speech, and was incorporated in'\J:.) the 
questi<:mnaire in questions five ·through tlSllo These 
questions dealt with the high pitched voice, the low 
pitched voiae, the fallletto voice for both men and women. 
the monotone, and the breathy voice. 
Intensity. Two aspects o.t' intensit;y >1ere questioned. 
Trtey MGNl the loud boisterous voice and the weak voice. 
Questions eleven and t111elve consirlered these aspects. 
guality. Voice quality was covered by questions 
thirteen th:t~ough sixteen. The quality aspects o:f' nasal. 
tone, harshness 1 hoarse~huslcy voice, and the tl:lin~metallic 
voice \ve:r.e included in t;he study. 
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Articulat;ton. The artlcul!:!.t:l.on di.-Jfects of' slovenly 
speech, lispingt substitutions, omissions, distortions, and 
mispronunciation vwre considered by questions seventeen 
through twenty-two. 
Vocabulary. Two simple questions on vocabulary--
questions t\~enty•three t<tnd twenty-tour--were included. 'rhe 
first dealt with the \veak vocabulary, and the second tvith 
the average one. 
Rhythm. Sttlttering 1 repee.ti:ng, regional dialects, 
t-~:nd foreign accents were consid<lred. to be the most impor·tant 
aspects of rhythm. They were i:nclllt1ed in the study in 
questions tt'lenty-five thl'ongh twen:ty-e:tght. 
~. 'The ra.tes of' speech, 111hether too :r!apid or too 
slow, we:re covered in ques1:1ons t>tenty-nine and thi:l1ty. 
G:11a.m:ma.:r. One question--number thirty-one--on poor 
gra.mn:te.r v1as included. 
Ql'ge.nization s,t .iili\b.ieot rgatteM· This division of the 
study included questions which covered thought a.ntl. thought 
structure as displayE:~d tb:cough speech. its 1:1as discussed in 
tr1e opening l'em.arks o.f this study, thougllt can no more be 
separated from speech then can voice. Orderly thinking is 
most ess<'mtial to effective speech. 
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PersonN,. adJu~:1tments. In ony true study of speech 
~<.nd its different aspects that a:f."fect :i.ndividual relation ... 
ships, H becomes quite obvious that otheJ~ aspects of 
speech than those mentioned above play a. very importa:n.t 
pal't in employe:r-employee r<>la.tionsh:l..ps. For this l'eason a 
division of the study 111as develOIJed. to dEilll \'lith those 
personal adjustments of the individual that most often 
influence the employer, Questions thirty-six tlwough 
forty-eight rlealt vJitl1 per:'lonal ~.spects of the individual. 
In this div.islon of tl:le study such peuonal adjustments as 
poise, display of s1ncerity, ~mthusiasm 1 antagoclsm, 
egotism, and ''" domineering pe:rDonality, the aff<Jcted voi~le 1 
embarl!assment, nervousness, ~tnd poor posture \Vel'~l taken into 
consideration. 1'hese personl:.\1 adjustments e.l'e as much a 
part of the speaking individual ~1.n his voice habits of 
rhythm, rate, p.it;oh. articulation, c.:n.e. qualit.y. 
T!le handica.ppe&'l, indiv;!,du~l-~;f.m:pail'§Q, hear.ins;. The 
hand.icapped indiVidual must live also, and, in many 
instances 1 he must find employment comp!ll.rable to ths.t of the 
normal person. F'o:r this reason tt.JO questions concerning the 
deaf person ~1ere included. li'irst, the deaf' person vJho 
employs sign language to convey his thoughts i a.nd second, 
the deaf pe1•son who relies upon lip-reading i'o:r e.djustment 
in speech situations. 'l?he hard-of-hearing individual in 
many ce,se;o; is normal except !'or a slight heal!ing loss. It 
vJas • however, considered important to flnd out vJhethex• or 
not the employers objected to a ha:ccl-o.f-ho~:u:ing person 
·,,;earing a visible l1<3aring aid. 
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Quest.tonra .Q! !'! general natur§. The bst division of 
·t;:ne study--questions i'ifty-two through fifty-six·-l•ere o:I' a 
general nature. It •ms considered rnost lmportent to end 
the questionnaire on a casual basis 1 and to keep the last 
few questions as non .. technical as possible. Just as the 
questionnaire tvas opened in a general ~11ay, it was 
considered consistent to end it in the sllll!le manner, This 
~wuld tend to leave the person interviewed mora at ease. 
It seemed important tvhether or not the employee could TALK 
himself into or out of' a job. .fclso, it appeared important 
whether or not the employer ever tried to judge personality 
and honesty by the speech o! the person t1e is lntervien~ing. 
And 1 st1•ange as it may seem, all of tl:le persons interviewed 
during the study were quite v;illing to rate themselves on a 
scale of poor, fair, good, very good, and excellent, as to 
their ability to judge persons through first impressions. 
CriAP:rKR V 
The complete results o.f the questionmtil'e are 
presented in tabulated .form by Table I. This table contains 
all of the yes and no ansv;ers to all of the questions 
included in the study. The four divisions of employees are 
given with each ans111er to every question appearing in yes 
and no co:Lwnns for eao.h division as designated. An example 
of how to interpret this ·ra.bJ.e is as .foLlo\vS: ·:rurn to 
Appendix A and read question number .five. The question 
reads: "itJould you employ a person \1l'lo has e high pitched 
voice'?" Then turn to 'bble I end find question number five. 
In the sales help category twelve persons sdd that they 
~<Jould hire such a person. and sixty persons said that they 
could not hire such a person. Continue this procedure 
through the different categories or employees. 
Table II presents the results of the questionnaire in 
percentage figures. This merely means that the answers as 
given in Table I have been interpl'eted in percentages for 
those persons who are interested in reading percentage 
rat:tos. An example of how to interpret this Table is as 
follows : Continue >~i th our example • question number five • 
"i'lould you employ t\ person t~ho has a high. pitched voice'?'' 
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0 '72 0 ' 48 
a 64 0 48 
44 • 0 48 
0 '72 0 48 
20 52 0 48 
15 56 0 4S 
4 6S 0 48 
24 1.8 4 44 
as 44 0 48 
16 56 0 48 
16 56 0 48 
24 48 0 48 
24• 48 0 48 
20 52 0 4$ 
60 12 8 40 
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Turn to Table II, quesUon number five. You vJill find tllitt 
16.66% of the persons 1nterviewe<'l would hire such a pel'son, 
and. thc1t 83.34;1& ~tJould not hire such a. pex•son. 
A restatement of part one of the problem undertaken 
by this study is as folloc~s: (1) to find the relative 
extent to c-Jhicb. certain aspects uf speech influence the 
selection of' employees. Later discussion of t.h:t.s problem 
concluded ·t;hat once the data from the questionnaire survey 
had been assembled, a. scale could be made and the different 
aspects of speech place1.'t in theil' relative positions on 
that scale. Since the study dealt 111ith four categories of 
employees--sales help, office help, receptionists, and. 
stockroom help--it 111as deemed. necessary ·to l1:eep the results 
of eac11 of the catea;ories separate, and to formulate a 
scale for each division of the study in each category of 
employees. 
Consequently 1 the results of the survey vJere divided 
in exactly the same manner as the que.stionnaire was divided. 
Each div:l.s:ton of the study vnas tabulated, and the results 
t~ere prepared in scales of "relative importance" tables fo:r. 
each category of employees. Just e.s each division of the 
study :ts so tabulated, there is, after each category, a 
tabulation of all of ·the aspects of speech studied by this 
survey, into a master "relative importance" table. .till 
example or bow to interpret these tables is as i'ollo\Js: 
ma··n 
PliiiCDifAGIS em fRGII '1'B !orAL lfllmimR (F FIBU COVEit&J U '1'B Sl'OJ:mt 
IfUII'bel' ot 
.... ,. bt3'1> =• -Mlp ~ta!d !t;mq!srn ' Ml.R 
questim Yes h Yes Ifo tea llo 'fe# lfo 
1 ''·'' 66 .• 6"1 2?.71 ?2..Z3 "·'' 66.6'1 u.u 88.89 2 100.00 1.00.,00 100.00 ·'12.22 2'1 .. '11 j 100.00 ••• 11..12 l.OO..cG t3.33 16.611 I. 100.00 ... 11..12 l.OO.oO 66.66 ,,,..34 
s 16.66 8) .. 34. 83: .. )3 16.6'1 16.66 8) .• 34 o.:u U.JN 
6 ss.ss .u..4S ... 11.12 25.00 ?S.OO 100 .. 00 ., 
''·" 66.Jn 94.44 . s.S6 as..ao ?J.GO l.CIO..OO 8 '·'' 93.06 
,.,.,.., 
22~3 100.00 87.50 :12,.50 
9 2'1.'1? '12.23 "1'1.*1'1 22.23 16.66 83.34 ••• n..u 10 38 .. 88 6l..l2 ?2.22 2'1. "1f!i 12.50 . S? .. so ••• n.u n 16.66 0 .. 34 """' 66.6"1 16 .. 66 8,3 .. 34 94.44 5.56 12 22.22 '1"1.'18 7%;,22 2?.?8 16 .. 66 83.34 w.w 22.23 13 16.66 8).34 ·66.66 33.-34 4.16 "·" Q..U 38..89 u ».33 66 .. (/f ••• ll..U a.:u 91. .. 6'1 t!$.,88 11.12 15 "·" 66..111 .,,., 16 .. 611 8,.33 91..6"1 ••• 16 "·" 66.et ''·" 16.,(/f •. , 91.6"1 83.» 10..6'1 lY s.ss 94.45 22.22 "1'1."18 100.00 "·" J.3,3l. 18 lGIMIO .... 50..00 100.00 se.sa n..l2 
19 1.00.00 :n.w ?2.23 190.00 ... ll.U 
20 ••• 2"1."1'1 72.23 DO .. GG u.ae n.u 21 . 100.00 :1!1,."17 '12..23 ••• . ... 11..12 22 s .. ss 94..45 16,.66 83.34 lto: .• I'JO w.w 22.23 
23 16,.66 83.34 38.11 61.12 100,.00 w.w 22.23 
24 94-'4 s .. S6 94.44 '·" o.:u 16.(/f 1(10.,00 25 lOO.QO 22.22 71."18 100.;00 "·" 66.111 26 ••• 61.12 44..44 ss.S6 s.:u 91 .. 111 66.,66 "·" 2'1 '72 .. 22 '!1 .. '18 94.44 5.56 ""'' 1>6..111 ••• 11.:1228 83.33 16.,~ 94~ 5 .. 56 33.33 66,.(/f lW.QO 
29 50.00 SO.QO 94..U. '·" 2SM '15.00 100.00 ·so so.oo so.oo 94.44 '·" 16.66 8.).34 100.00 31 100.00 s.ss 94~ lDO .. oo 100.00 
32 .22.22 71."/8 12.22 1'1:.'18 l.OO..o& so.m so.oo 
'' 16.66 83& 22 .. .22 w.?e 8.,.,3J 91.(/'J ?2..22 2?.?8 34 5 .. 55 94.45 ltlO .• co toO A lf» .. f!O 35 SSM 11..12 11.11 86.,89 100,.1\!G ss.ss 44.45 
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r&pOI'teiil uot ~·~at., 8 i'bss. ~·not. 1l1rSJ:Ig stoeiJ'ara help. . 
Continuing with the exam.ple of question number f'ive: 
"Would you employ a person teJho has a high pi tchec1 voice'? •• 
turn to Table IV. '£he aspect o:f.' high pitched voice is 
second from the top in the "relative imrlo:rtnnce" scale. 
In this same manner the rema.ining tables are to 
be read. 
45 
The second part of the pl:'Oblem: (2) to sno.v tl:le 
relation between speech and the number of employee positions 
covered by this survey • is tabulated. by Table III. 
There were 26 • 980 indi vidua.l positions coveret1 by 
the study. This total 1r1as subdivided as follotvs: 9,010 
sales 11elp, 1 0840 office help 0 465 .receptionists, and 
15,665 stockroom help. By taking the percentages of tl:le yes 
and no ans~Hill'S to the individual questionst it t'las possible 
to show. in tabll'il form, tne number o:f persons a.:ffec'l:;ed by 
the ansv;ers to each question. so. using our example o:f 
question number five again, in the sales help category, 
there ~jere 1,501 individual positions af'i'eated by ·the yes . . 
answer to that question, and 7,509 individue.l positions 
affected 'by the no ansiH:lrs. This same interpretation 
follo;~s through the other three categories of employees. 
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SALF;S HEL11 
RELATII!E POSI'r!ONS OF THE PITCH COMPONI~NtS 
OF SPE:E:CH AS :F'OUND BY THIS SURV'F.Y 
Pitch a.speet 
falsetto voice for men 
high pitched voice 
falsetto voice for women 
monotone 
breathY voice 
low pitched voice 
'rABLE V 
BilLE~; HELl? 






61 .• 12 
44.45 
RTSLATIVIi; £'0SITIONS OF' THE INTJJJ·WITY 
CO!'lPONl~N·rs OF SPl~ECH lU'i F'OIJND BY '.rHIS l3URVI~Y 
Intepsity aspept 








RELA'!'IVE POSITIONS OF' 1;J:Iffi QUALITY 














HELNriVti: FOSITION,S OF THE AitTICULATION 






















HELll.IIVE POSITIONS O:F' 'RUE VOCABUURY 
COlVIPONENTkl," 01" SPEECH Aill FOUND BY '.r.HIH SUR\fl!.:Y 
y;ocabulapr.aspli1ct 
weak vocabt1lary 
Par cent who would 
not hire 
48 
·!:·94.44 p<l:r. Gent said ·that an a.verage vocabu1€u•y ••as 
all ·that was :J~equired for employment in theill firm .• 
TA1'1l.E IX 
SALE:S BJ;~P 
RELA'l?IVE POSITIONS 01'' 'I'Hi; HI1YTBJ.\Jl 













RELN!IVI£ PO~ii'.ClONS OF THE HATE~ C0£•11'0NEN'rfl 









GRA!<ll'!IAR M> F'OOND BX TRI,S SURV:E.Y 
one Hundred per cent said that they \~ould not ~1mploy a 
per son who uses poor g.rrunm!:U'. 
'.CJIBLE XII 
SALES HELl' 
l1ELi,UVE POSITIONS 01'' TH:i.~ ORGAl\fiZATION 
COMPONhN'r~'' OF SPEECH A~;; I<\JUND BY ~nllfl ~;UHVEY 
inattention 
rrunbling thoughts 
••mixed-up" thought structure 
lMk o:t' clarity or thought 










S ALF.JS HELP 
RELATIVE POSITIONS OF' 'rHE PER60NfJ., 
ADJUSTMEN'l! COMFONENTB OF' Sl?EECH AS F'OUND :BY THIS SURVEY' 
lack of sincerity 
lack of enthusiasm 
display of apology 
clears throat often 
embarrassment 
lack of self-confidence 
display of anta.gon::l.sm 
lack of poise 
nervousness 
display o:t.' a domineering personality 
affected speech 
poor posture 
display of egotism 
TABLJ!: XIV 
Sii.LED Hll:LI' 















Ri:l:LA'riVl'G POSIUONS OF' HANDICJ\J' 
COivlPONEN'l:f~ OF' SPKB:CH i1L1 :FOUND l3Y THIC SUHVE"Y 
d.ee .. f but uses sign languege 
deaf but uses lip reading 
wears a v1si.ble hearing aid 
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FCI.':Lil'l'IV!i: POSI'ri ON l.l OF THE PI'.CCH 
COMPON.MS OF SPEECH AS I•'OUND BY '.rl:IIS SURITJl:Y 
Pitfiih aspegt 
breathy voice 
falsetto Vjjica for v.JOmen 
falsetto voice tor men 
rdgh pitched voice 












RE:LA'.riVE POi>I'J!IONS OF' TilE Illl'rgNSI'l'Y 
GOMPON.8NTS 011' SPll:li:CH AS F'OUND BY THIS SURVEY 








RELATIVg £'0SITIOl~.S OF THE QOALIU 













Rll:LilUVE POSITIONS 01' '£HE ARTICUl~J.l!!'IOlll 

















RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THll: VOCABUJ .. ARY"· 
COMPONENTS OF SPEECH AS FOUND BY TUil> SURVEY 
weak vocabulary 




*94 .44 per cent said no more than orditi!l.l'Y (average) 
vocabularies t~e:re necessary for employment in tb.eil' :f'irm. 
'!'ABLE XXI 
OFI"'CE Hll:Lf' 
RELATIVE POSITIONS OF 'rHE IlHYTHM 














REI"liTIVE POSI'riONS OJ!' THg HATF~ 





Per cent who would 
no~ hj;l)e 
GHAMMAR Ml FOUND BY THIS SURVEY 
54 
94.45 per cent said that they would not employ a person who 
uses poor gnmun!l.l'. 
TABLE XY;!V 
OFF'ICE HELP 
HELAU\fl£ fO~ll'.riONS 011' THE ORGANIZATION 
COMl?ONh~NTf:l OF' 8P.!lli:CH AS F'OUND BY THIS <IORVEl 
inattention 
lack of cla31i ty of thought 
11mixed-up" tl'1ous;ht structure 
rambling thoughts 








RELATIVE POSITIONS O:F' '.CHE PEIWONAL .ADJ'iJSTME:!ilT 
COMPONENTS OF SPl!iECH il.S FOUND BY THIS SUHVEY' 
55 
===• ======·======o=-=--~~-=-·=--==-===~~===.==.===~== Par cent who would 
lack of sincerity 
display of 1:mtagonism 
lack of enthusiasm 
display of a domineering personality 
lack of self-confidence 
affected voioe 
nervousness 
display of egotism 
embarrassment 
clears throat often 
display of apology 
















M •. 89 
16,67 
RELA'l'IVE POSIUONS OF HANDIOAJ? 
COMPONENTS O:F SPBili:CH JIS FOUND BY l'HIS SURVll..'Y 
't:ne handicap 
deaf but uses sign language 
deaf but uses lip .reading 
wea.rs a visible hearing aid 







lack of afnotJI:t\7 
peer geHlli!IU 
cUapl!q of~­
deal~ wrea .dan lang ge 
deef' but Ul.'le8 lip reailm, 
'!'AIUJDll 
(fi!CilJIBU 
utlt'm fOS:D.'lQIIS • m ~s 
• Sl'UCll .u l!'CilllD. m ms ••m · · 
lack of Clarity f!Jt· ~ &tsoiii4Wi:>e 










. lack 4' pot.M 
'lfe&Ha'defhle~dd 
1181_,. toDe ......... .,...,._ 
falaetto ...-..tea Mil·· 
f'Alaetto ~ f'or • • ,. 
hiuh p!.tabell ~ 
heraaea•l:;y .. 
~---pocrr iJWW8 
lO!f pit.c1llti --llantllmtas 
··-·· ~ Malecl1; f'_.etp an Slit . 
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2!1 .. 74 
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'l'l1BLE XXVIII 
RECEPTIONIST 
RF.LATIVB POSI'L'IONS OF THE PI'.WH 
COMPONENTS 011' SPEE;CH AS FOUND BY THIS SUHVEY 
57 
===============-==--=· -=-=-=·==~====~~==~=~ li'ar cent, 1rJho •~ould 
Pitch aspec:t.,,_,_~-:::::.==-=======..ll.=:::9-~t=hi.!!:i~p""$!"".===== 
falsetto voice for men 100.00 
breathy voice 8'7.50 
high pitched voice 83.34 
falsetto voice :for ~~omen 83.34 




HGLA:riV'E P(JBITIONS OF' 'l'Hl~ Ul'l'Bl'WITY 
COiYJPONE-1\l'l'S OF GPJ<..;gcH 1\S FOUND BY THIS SUlWEY 
Intensity aspect 
loud boisterous voice 
weak voice 
HECL1Pl'IONIST 
Per cant ~~ho would 
not hire 
RELA'J:IVg POSITIONS OF '£Hl'l QU.ALI'l'Y 













RELJi'l'IVm POSITIONS OF 'l'Hi~ AH:riCULA'l'ION 
CO.MFQNgNT~: OF .SPEECH AS FOUND BY 'rHIS SUHVBY 
58 
·---·-----:-::=· =========-=·-~P;=~-::::r""'cent ~;-;ould 
~ticJk1~t~~~~~~~-~~-9~.t~========-~-==~--~~n~o=t==h=i~r=e==~====~== 







HELATIVB POEil'I'ION::: OF 'J:HG; VOCtililJLklRY;.. 
C(,)l-JlPONJ':NTn OF SPBECH AS FOUND BY THIS SIJRV.\iY. 
Vscmbulep~y aspect 
weak vocabUlary 
Per cent who 1tiOUld 
not hire 
100.00 
i~83.33 per cent said that 110 more than an average 
vocabulary was necessary for employment in their firm. 
TABLE XXXIU 
RECEPriONWr 
l:1ELAUVE POSITIONS OF' !fiT~ RHY'rHM 














fifs:Li1l'IVE POSITIONS OF' THE: HNJ::E 
COl'iiPONEl'ITS OF' SPEECH AS l'tYUND BY THIS SUHVJLY 
ti9 
=========~=·===========-=--~-~~----~~~-?= Per cent v111o \~ould 






GBJil'ilMAl:l AB F'O\JND l'lY THIS SU.R:Iill.Y 
one hundred per cent said that they vJould not employ a 
person vJho Llses poor grtmmla.l'. 
'J.' ABLE XXXVI 
llBCEl>TIOlUST 
HELA'l'IVE POi>ITIONS OF' nm OHGit.NIZK.riON 
COMPON'l!~l\l'fS OF' s:PEECI-I l<S FOUND BY THIS SUHVEY 
Qrg~zation eyspect 
"mixed .. up" thoUght structure 
inattention 
l~1ck of claxity of thought 
rambling thoughts 
-








RELA'l'IVE POSI'liONS OF THE l?l!:RSONAL ADJUflTMFRr 
COMPONENTS OF' SPEECH AS FOUND BY THIS> SURV:&.'Y 
lack of po;l.ee 
lack of sincerity 
affected speech 
lack of enthusiasm 
display of ant8$onism 
display of apo1ogv 
display of a a.omineering personality 
lack of self-confidence 
embarrassment 
clears throat often 
nervousness 



















RELt.TIVI~ POSITIONS OF THE HANDICAP 
COM!?ONENT.S OF' SPH:ECH AS FOUND BY THIS SUlWE.'Y 
deaf but uses sign language 
deaf but uses l:lp reao.ing 
wears a visible hearing aid 













lliah ~- votue. 





BLAtlU POmiQ11S • 'filE_ ee&flfl!ms 
fl Si'DI\iiJi AS PmJm B'f_fBIS SURUi 
lO!JpUGW·· 
••ot•e 
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180 .. 00 
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100.00 
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RELliTIVE POf>ITIONS OF '!'HE PITCH 
COHl?ONEi\IT~'l OF' bPEECH AS FOUND BY '!HIS SURvgy 
f>1tah aspeqt 
high pitched voice 
.falsetto voice i'o:v a IUan 
falsetto voice fol' a woman 
bre~tthy voice 












RELATIVE POSITIONS OF 'l.'Hl!: INTE:N~>ITY 
COi;1!'0NEN'l'S OF SPlKB;CH AS FOUND BY l'HIS SURVE.,"Y 
•veek voice 
loud boisterous voice 
S'l.'OCKROOJvl HELP 
Per cent VJho would 
go'!; hire 
RELATIVE PO~~I'l.'IONS 01<" THE QUA.l.I':CY 
COMPONENTS Oli' SPEf~CH M FOUND BY 'l.'HIS f5UHVEY 
nasal tone 
th:!.n .. metal.lic voice 
harshness 
hoa.r:se .. husky voice 
--







'l ABLE XLIII 
STOCKROOM. Rf~P 
HELA'fiVE :f'OSITIONS OF THE l'IRTICGLA'riOl\f 









Per cent who 
not hJ:re 
!33,34 






RELA'r!VE POSITIONS 0!1' '.!.'HE; VOCABUI,ARY·t< 
COMPON!<::N"£$ OF tWEECH AS FOUND BY 'I'HIS SURVE:Y 
t~eak vocabulary 
Pe:r cent who \vould 
not hbe 
63 
;<One hundred per cent said that no special vocabulary 
was necessary for employment in their f.irm. 
TABLE XLV 
STOCKROOM HF.LP 
BJ¥LA'r!VE: POSITIONS OI•' THE: Rl:l.Y'l'H.M 












RJ:!l,.ATIVE POSITIONS OF 'rHE l'Ui'.CE 





fer cent ~ho would 
None 
None 
GRJUVlMAR AS F'OUND :BY THIS SURV:b"Y 
One hundred per cent said that pool! grammar would not 
preclude employment in their firm. 
TABLE Xl~VUI 
S:l'GCKROOM HELP 
RELATIVE FOSI'l'IONS OF 'l'Hl~ Ol:1Gfu\!IZATION 
CO!>ll?ONENTS OF Sf'T;;ECH AS F'OUND BY TJUB tiURVl\'Y 
~ ~ 
"'JJJJ .... .,u•llp" thought structui•e 
lank of clarity of thought 
rambling thoughts 
inat"t;ention 








Rf!:I.A'riVE k"08l'l'I0N(:. O:V' ':CHE PERSONAL ADJtJSXMENT 
COXJlPONE:NTS Olr SP'&:F:CI-1 /'IS FOUND BY THIS. St!lWE.'Y 
lack or sincerity 
lack of entllUsiasm. 
display of antagonism 
lack ot' selt~confidence 
display of a domineering personality 
display ot' apology 
embarrassment 
ai'fected speech 
display of egotism 
nervousness 
clears throat often 
lack of' poise 
poor posture 
t~!OCKHOOM. HELP 















RELATIVE P013l:!'ION~; OF' 'l'HB HAJ:WICAP 
COiViPONS!'ilTS OF' SPEECH AS FOUND BY THI:3 SURVEY 
Per cent \vho t~oul.d 
;124 biWdigap U@y lli;J:~ 
deaf but uses lip reading 
deaf but uses sign language 
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CHAJ?T~~R Vl 
:b}I!PLOYER ATTITUDE~;Cl 
Pa:rt three ot tkl.e problem: (3) to present employer 
attitudes with regard to speech in industry, was intended 
to convey to the rEuaders or this utudy some of the ideas 
learned. in conversations ;;ith the employers who \vere 
interviewed during the course of the survey. Since it was 
the rule o:t· procedure that neither the firm nor the parson 
being :interviewed 1t1ould be mentioned by name, thel'e was no 
specific mention or either in any part of the study. 
Howevel', some of the comments \~era deemed importent enough 
to convey to otht:>rs. 'Xhese comments e.re not presented in 
the se,me >vords as spoken by the employer. To have taken 
their remarks verbatum would have entailed. abilities of 
shorth!;'.nd that the person making the study did not possess. 
The attitudes expressed by emp:Loyers ranged from 
those who felt that speech proficiency had nothing to do 
l>Jith his selection of employees to those who felt that speech 
proficiency vJas of paramount importance. It should be kept 
in mind t.ha.t the follet~ing comments are of' a general nature, 
and no at tempt should be made to place tl:lem in any one o;t' 
the four categories of employees. 
Ideas presented in this section of the study are 
paraphrased in a sincere at·tempt to convey the ideas as 
presen-ted by "the person who spoke them. 
I. 
Sometimes I wonder if speech really plays as 
important a part in industry as some speech critics would 
have us believe. T!!>.ke my store, f'or instance, I hired a 
person \~ho spoke "ld.tl1 a decided foreign accent--F'rencht to 
be exact--and thlil.t person turned out to be one of the best 
sales persons in the whole store. She .remained VJith us 




Do you kn.ow somet.hing, I would Uke to t<'lll you 
something o:f Vihich I am ve.ry proud. I have had in my employ 
a totally deaf person :ror some twelve years now. Of course, 
she vJorl~s in the office where no speech is needed to any 
great extent, but she sure does l:le:11 job well. h'hy. she does 
twice as much l,Jork as some of the other girls in the o:f.'.fice. 
!U, 
Somehow or rmother I seem to think that the section 
o.f your questionnaire that deals l>ith the personal adjust-
ments is lllUCh more important in day to day relations than 
any o.f t;he <lther sections, If a guy ever once shows me 
that he is self~Gentared .. -I call it plain old "big-hea.d.ed"--
why I would never hire him. 
IV. 
Of course, the type of work in VJhioh we are engaged 
requires that the girls have a pleasant sounding voice. I 
'\~ould hesitate ·bo hire some g:!.l'ls ~~ho show little general 
ability to grasp ideas quickly. Vie do try to tra:!.n the 
girls for their jobs, but ·they must have that certain 
something that only goed speech habits can show us. 
v. 
ActuaUy, our firm hires so many people 1r1ho f.aJ.l 
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into the stockroom help category, that l find rllyself' never 
paying any attention to their speech at all. I have to hire 
persons who will get the work done. SOmetimes some of the 
people I hire ca:nnot even speak English, But they work 
very well••and I need to get the work dona. 
VI. 
~Jy goodness, I could no more put. up \11th a. person 
·who stutters than I could rise and. fly. They a.rmoy me. 
Of course, I know that they cannot help their speech being 
that way. But I ;just d.o not have a place for that type 
person in my shop. I g11ess I really do feel sorry for 
them--but I just could not st£?:tld to have them around me. 
VII. 
I have a. boy t;orki.ng in my storeJ;"oom •~ho lisps very 
badly. He is a ;.Jonde.rful. boy and I would.n •t want him to 
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quit his job for anything. I just have come to the point 
where his speech doesn't bother me any more. It did bother 
me some at first. but he turned out to be such a nice boy 
that his personality overshad.ows his speech deficiency. 
VIII. 
I hire only the very best speakers for any positions 
in my store. Actually, I have no place for anyone who has 
a noticeable speech defect. or course, we cateJl to the 
very best clientele, and \~e must have high. grade sales 
people. 1\. speech defect leaves something lacking in a 
person. and I just cannot tell you what it is. 
IX. 
I knew a men once that every time he opened his 
mouth to speak you wanted to :r.aise your arms and get ready 
for a bat·tle. '.Chat was the type voice he had. I have never 
seen anothel' pa1•son with such an offensive voice. He spoke 
as though he wel'e mad at the whole t~orld and was rea.dy to 
do battle with it. Surely there is something speech 
teachers can do to teach people different voices than that. 
I nevel' took many speech courses in school, but l can speak 
well. 
x. 
There have been many times ••hen I did not hire a 
person, the reasons fol' which. I cannot tell. There 11a.s ;just 
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something about them that I did not 1.1ke. I guess this 
talk with you has shown me quite a few things. Now I luaow 
111hy I did not l1be those people--it vJa.s their speech. 
Guess I had never really gi van this muc11 thought before. 
It certainly is a worthwhile study you <tre conduct:i.ng. 
Surely you in the Na.vy he.ve no oause to worry about 
speech. You have every opportunity to screen those who are 
ooming into the Navy. I cannot remember ever having seen a 
Navy man 1vith poor speech. Guess you must have some though. 
SUivJMARY AND COl\lCLUSlOl~S 
I. SUf1lj])1ARY 
A questionnaire was used in gathering the informa-
tion for this stu<ll.y. The direct intervie>~ method was 
employed. It t~as felt that a more direct e~pproaoh to the 
Jlroblem could be taken with the dbect interview instead 
of the usual procedure of mailing the questionnaire and 
hoping for a reply. Eighty firms were intervie;~ed in the 
stockton and surrounding al'EHa. The total employee capacity 
of the !irms interviewed was 26.980 positions. The study 
attempted to gain information as to how the speech of the 
individual who is seeking employment influences the 
employer, To put it more simply, what speech aspects does 
the employer notice most when he ilii intervie-wing a 
prospective employee? \'ihat aspects of speech• if they are 
da:t.'eetive, are most likely to pl.'aelude employment in that 
firm? 
Fo:J!ty .. six aspects of speech that were considered 
impo1•tant ware incorporated into a questionnaire. As a 
result of ·the survey it is possible to place these foifty-
six aspects of speeeh on a sea~a of relative importance 
according to the employee categories. This has been 
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accomplished in Table LII. 
It t4!ilS consiCl.e:red necessary to divide employees into 
g:roups, si11.ce cUff'erent types of' employees might require 
different standeJ!ds o:t' speech proficiency. F'our groups or 
employees were studied. The total e1nployee capacity of 
26,980 is further broken doltJn into four categories: sales 
help--9,010, offi<:la help·-1,840 1 reaeptionists--465, end 
stockroom hel:p--15,665. 
In order to keep th€1 variables to a minimum. it was 
decided that not more than three intervierws should be made 
in any one day. Orie person did all of the intervietiing. 
The method of interview >vas consistent in all cases. Upon 
intl'oduction to ·t;he pel!sonneJ. director or manager, a short 
explanation of' the problem was pret;anted. In all cases 
the person interviet-Jed \\las told that in answerir.g the 
questions he should consider the prospective as t\lell 
qualif'ied f'or the position. Also, each employer was 
requested to consitie:r only the speecl1 aspect in question 
'llh<ln answering a specific question. A brief e.x.planation 
was necessar~r to be sure th~:rt; each. employer was awal'e of the 
fact that tl:le speech aspect in question .should be considered 
noticeable to him. All conversation 1111as kept to a minimUlll 
• 
in each inte1•vie11111. I£ an employ<~r ,.,as not sure of the 
m.etming of some aspect, a brief definition or example was 
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presented, In all cases ·the j_nterv:tew was completed in its 
entirety. 1'he average length of the interviews 11.1as twenty 
minutes, 
At the conclusion of each interview a d.iscussion ;.1as 
held if t.he employer desired. In most cases th:ts was a 
most stimulatirl€; ~Jession. gach employer intervie1r1ed was 
e.ssured t.hat neittwr hls n!'lme nor the name of the firm he 
:represenliet'l vJov.ld be plilblished in the report o:t this study, 
Results o:f.' the $tudy were tabula.ted and were 
ananged in a table of' relative importance aecordi.n.g to 
employee categories. 
It 1r1as found that all empl<lyers notice the speech of 
the prospective employee to some degree t end. that, generally 
speaking, a speech dei'e<:rli seriously influences theil' 
decision. 
A signii'icant majority of the employe:rs considered 
speech t;o be an i1uportant factor relative to securing 
employment in eacl'l of the four employee categories. Some of 
·che employers stl'ess the impoJJtance of speech more than 
others do, Though most of the employers were quite willing 
to concede that they 1o;ere sympathatic toward the physically 
handicapped individual• such as the hard-of~hearing, they 1 
nevertheless, v1ere not reluctant in answering the questions 
1':r.•ankly, even tttough ·the ruls~;Jers might sometimes seem to 
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indicate that they were unsympa.thetic. 
In many cases it is the speech rnannel'isms such as 
those studied in this survey that are the deciding factors 
bettveen employment and unemployment. ~limy employers car.e 
little or nothing about the quality or rate, for example, 
but ·they are veJly concerned about \1hat sort of personality 
the speech of the individual displays, Interpretation ot 
t;he results of the study would also seem to substantiate 
the observation that it seems evident in many oases that it 
is the speech of the individual, rather than his a.bility to 
do a certain job well, which has the greater influence upon 
the employer. 
In the sa.les help category all of the aspects 
studied \vhieh dealt with the display ot displeasing 
persona.lities ware rlllllked above th.e rapid speeoh aspect. 
It is clearly evident that t.hey prefer rapid speech to the 
display of l\ laclf of sincerity • the displa,y of' antagonism, 
and all of the other personal adjustment aspects of speech. 
Only 50 per cent would refuse ·to employ a person who speaks 
with excessively rapid speech. The same is true of slow 
speech. Yet. in genaral, we are all aware that the speed 
of talking should correspond to the thought expressed, 
Complex matters should be presented slowly; conversely, a. 
rapid sequence of events might; be presented rapidly. 
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Contrast;s in speed of utterance can be observed by comparing 
the rapidity of the football spol'ts e.nnouncel's~ and the 
slov1, di.gnif'ied rate with ;.rlliob one repeats the Lord•s 
Prayer. \'/hat would bc;l the effect of the person t'iith slow 
speeob 1r1hen :be attempted to broadcast a sports event, or, 
of the rapid speaker who repeats the Lord 1 s Fl'ayer'r 
The aspect of week vocabulary ranged from 100 per 
cent who •~ould uot employ such a person in the 
:r.oeceptionist category, to 22 per cent who WO!lld uot wnploy 
that person in the stockroom help ca.tego:y. \1,lhy stwuld 
large vocabularies cha.raoterize the executives and 
possibly ·the outstanding .men and women in other field.s'l 
The :t:'ina.l anst~er seems to be thk>t 11Jords are the· in::rtruments 
by means o:t:' wl:lieh men and 1o1omen grasp the thOIJlf,hts o;f 
others; and with which tt1ay do much of their own ·thinkir;lg. 
They are ·the tools of tllought. Yet, ·t;his study reveals 
that in the sales help oa.tegol.'y--t~here the people are 
almost constantly in contact with the public••83 per cent of 
the employers >-Jould re:f.'l1se to employ a pel• son ~~1 th a weak 
vocabulary, and only ll per cent would refuse to employ a 
pe:rson ;>ho d:Lsplays a. J.aek of clarity in t.hought structure. 
It was found that in the receptionist category, which 
the study reveals to be by far the striotes·t with l'eSpect to 
speech proficiency. only 75 per cent o:t:' the employers would 
refuse to employ a person ''1ho speaks in a. monotona. Van 
Riper has the following paragraph on the monotone: 
A t:me monotone :i.s compara.tively rare 1 yet it 
dominates any conversatj.on by :its differenoe. To hear 
a person laugh on a single note is enough to stir the 
scalp. Questions asked in a true monotone seem 
curiously clevc>id of l:i.:fe , Fortunately, most oases of 
monotonous voice are not so extreme. Many of them 
· could be desoUbad as the 'poker voicet--even as a 
face without exprassion·is termed a 'poker race,• 
Inflections a.:t~e present, but f'or fear of :revee.ling 
.i.~W$tlurity or ina.daquacy they are reduced to a 
minimum.l · 
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It would appear that there is a gross lack or 
understanding among the employers as to the function of the 
hearing aid. In the sales help category there were 61 
per cent of the employers •~ho ans"ered that they would 
refuse to employ a person who wears a visible hearing aid, 
and in the receptionist category there were 75 per cent 
t-Jho v1ould refuse to hire such a peuon. It is inconceivable 
that in the stoc:~Uoom help category, where the employee is 
completely away from the public, ttm.t 38 per cent of the 
employers intervie111ed wollld refuse to employ a person 
solely because he or she is ,,;:uaring a visible hea1•ing aid. 
Pe;tthaps it vJould have been app:ropri.a.te to have asked the 
following question; "Would you employ a person ~1ho wears 
1 Van aiper, ~· £U.•, P• 23. 
eye glasses '1" It appears that the employers al!e not aware 
of the condition of the h.earing of the indiv:l.dual &<fter he 
has been suacosssfully f:i.tteCl. v1ith a heal'ing etid. If they 
are aware of the fact that the hearing has been helped, 
they appear to be screening the individual because of 
appearance. 
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In the !i:lt•st three categories, sales help, office 
help • and receptionists, appro:ldma.tely one~third o.f the 
employers indicated th.!l.t they do not require any particular 
educational backgro11ncl for employment ; and in i;h.e fourth 
category, ste>ck:r.oOlll l>.elp, only ll per cent :l.nd.ica:ted that 
they do require special education. In tl1e :f'i.i!St th:r.ee 
categories 100 per cent showed that ·they do not.ice the 
speech of the individual who applies fen' employment, end 
in the tl>.lrd category--t~hich is the unskilled labore:r s--
72 per cent indicated. they also notice tl1e speech habits of 
·tine prospective employee. 
The an:><Jers as tabulated from the questionnaire 
clearly indicate that in ~;tll of the four categories o:f 
employess the sr.Jeech defective begiM his quest for 
employment under conditions which are unfavorable. 
Defective pitch• intensit;y • quality, articulr:;.tion, 
vocabctlary, rb:yttua1 and gre,rnmar !U!C im.portant :f'e.ctor s in 





did all of the employers indicate that poor grammar would 
not preclude employment. Also, speech habits vl.hich display 
un:t:'avorable personal attitudes and personalities sometimes 
play a more important part than the aspects of speech which 
deal directly 1-1ith the voice. This is especially ·t;rue of 
the receptionist category. In that category only the 
display of egotism ranked 91 per cent as disqualifying, all 
of the other personal adjustment as'pects ranked 100 per 
cent. 
Comparison or the resUlts of the four categories 
studied indicates that the jobs requiring the employee to 
meet the public are the ones \1hich requi:e the highest 
standards of speech proficiency. The four categories of 
employees ranked as follows in that respect 1 (1) reception~ 
ist• (2) sales help, (3) of'fioe help, and (4) stockroom 
help. 
II., CONCLUSIONS 
While the t<Jeak:nesses of the questionnabe technique 
as a means for gathering data preclude any final Cl.et'inite 
conclusions, its validity has been greatly enhanced in tlus 
study by the personal interview, and the;re seems to be 
enough evidence to substantiate a number of rather 
sil!1nif1cant possibilities. 
1. It is appal'ent that employe:rs are very much 
aware o:r speech deficiencies in industry. 
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2. Because oi' this a;wareness, they refuse to employ 
pel'sons with certain speecll defects in certain categories 
of employees. 
3. !.t 'becomes obvious t.ha.t different categories of 
employees face val'ying degrees of employer screening be-
cause of speech dei'ects. 
4. Considering these first three observations, it 
becomes possible to place the speech aspects of this study 
on a scale of relative importance for each of the four 
categories of employees. 
5. The same speech defect would not necessarily 
preclude employment in all :f'our categories o:l' employees. 
Fo:r example, stuttering precludas employment in the sales 
help ax1d the receptionist categories, but in the office 
help ~1d stockroom help categories it does not. 
6. C01nparison of the results obtained for the four 
categories of employees indicates: (1) tha.t t,he jobs 
requiring the employee to meat the public are tile ones ~lhich 
:require tile highest standards o!' speech; and (2) that the 
standards of speech tend to la\vel' as the job leaviiis the 
public and places the employee in a posi't.ion in v;hich his 
speech does not influence the p1;t'blic attitude tm~ard the 
fi:rm. 
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. 7. Consequently, the person tvith defective 
speech, who is seeking employment, 1rli11 be relegated to t.he 
lowest position rather than to the highest. And, with this 
defective speech he would tend to remain away from the 
public lvhen employed by the s&me employe:t'. 
a. Also; it becomes apparent that the speech 
defective should try to eliminate his dei'eat before he 
attempts to seauJ~e emp:toyment in any of the four employee 
categories. If it is impossible to eliminate the defeat to 
a satis:t:actory degree, he will, or necessity, be compellea. 
to take a less favorable position, irrespective of his 
technical aptitude. In many instances, this speech defeat 
will precludB advancement in the f'irm. 
9. It seems evident that the person with a speec11 
defect will have much more difficulty finding a ravorable 
position in industry than t-Jill the person with no speech 
defect; and that ·t.he speech of the indiVidual, rather than 
his ability to do a certs.in job well, has a far greater 
influence on the employer. 
10. In vievJ of the fact that the measure o:f.' 
variability between t.he employer who would hire a person who 
wears a visible hearing ala. lisps, stutters, uses poor 
grammar, or telks in a regional dialect t etc. , and the 
employer who \vould employ such a person, it appears that a 
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serious indictment agains.t the employer can be made. It 
appears that there is no consistency :tn their screen:!.ne; of 
the employees, and .in many respects they appear unaware of 
the potentialities of the hru'l.dicappe(t individual. 
11. In the fbst three categol'ies ... -saJ.es help• 
office help, and reception:!.sts•-100 per cent of tbs 
employel's considered gl'ruruna.r to be a highly important 
factor in 'their selection of a new employee. Yet, in the 
literature l'eviewed for this study M reference was made to 
the im.portanee of grammar in employer-employee relation-
ships. All o:f. the te.xtbooks vih:!.Ch 111ere revei11ed by t-;he 
ivriter .for ·~he preparation o:f. this thesh', reveal-ed that 
the major emphasis was in the preparation end delivery of 
the public add»ess. Many factors which this study has 
revealed to be of importance in the employer-employee 
relationship have been sorely neglected in ·che ·textbooks. 
\'i:riters of' te:x.tbooks dealing with speech in business and in 
industry should become more cognizant ot' the specific needs 
o.f the businessman as JJevealed :ln this study. 'fhey sl'l.ould 
realize that it is possible for a pe:rson to work in a firm 
until he is s:l.xty-five years of age end retire without ever 
having made a speech in public. 
12. As was stated in the beginning of this :report, 
it becomes possible for educational institutions. such as 
the College of th<o Pacif:tc, to exaJn.ine their curl'icu:Lum to 
find i!' 'they are :prep<<dng their graduates to a.ssume 
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posH ions in :lndust:cy. 'rhis could in:ltiate another stttd.y 
completely sepo.rate from the one here conducted.. If a 
review oi'the curriculum reveals that a college or 
university places little emphasis upon speech in preparing 
the 'business ma.jor i'O)! his professional life, a re-evalua-
·tion o.:f' the progr$m becomes imperative. This study cl.early 
d<>fines the speech aspects which the business executives in 
;>tocl{ton, California, believe are necessary for success in 
business and in indust:y. Therefore, by failing to 
include speech, as defined by tl:ds .study 1 in ·t;he 
curriculum, a college is not meeting the needs of the 
business prof'ession. 
III. ll.ECO!IJMENDA.'r!ONS FOH Fcr'J:Ufilll S'J!UD!ES 
In consirle:r.ing some o:t' the conclusion!l found in this 
repo:rt, it becomes inc:reas.ingly important that future 
studies should center s.round tl1is same project. In dr3aling 
vJith future studies, perhaps some of the follO\'Iing points 
should be considered. 
1. Investigate 111ays El!ld means to educate the public 
as to the :;:peeoh h~mdicapped individual. 
2. Make a study of several orJlleges and 
·;-, 
universities to find the extent to wbich they require 
speech proficiency of their graduates. 
3. Make a fm~ther investigation to find some 
te.xtboolts that deal '-'lith the factOllS of speech whi<:~h this 
study has revealed are import.au-t in employer-employee 
relationships. 
4. studies of ·tlus ldnd should be made in other 
geographi<:~ localiUes to establish corl'elat:tons with this 
study. This might be done by employing the same 
questionn~'irr,J as was used :for thls study. 
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5. Perhaps a dif'ferent vlEHnl to ·the whoJ.e problem of 
speech :ln industry could be obtained if a handicapped 
person--such as a stutte:rer--could actually go into 
industry e'nd approach the employe:rs for• a position in their 
i'i:rm. 
6. Also. a different aspect of the study might be 
brought ·to light. if a, study of ·this sort \'lere conducted in 
conjunction \~ith the ehambe:r of eomme:ree. 
7. It would be very interesting to see if a study 
of this ldn.d v1ould produce different results if it were 
conducted solely iliithin. a single company-... sueh as the 
J!'ord l\llotol' Company. 
IV. CONCLUDING S'rATlu\&FiNT 
Fl!om tl.le study as presented., :tt is concluded that 
there is a definite need for better speech in industry. 
JUl employeu notice speech to some degree and consider it 
an important factor in securing employment. 
In concluding• tl.le writer does not wisb to leave 
the impression ths:':: this study has adequately ans\eJered all 
of' the questions ~n speeoh in employer•em.ployee 
relationships. One study in a single geogra.phic locality 
is not considered conclusive proof that the answers to the 
questions would be the same in other localities. The 
cumulative success of many suah studies would broad~n the 
concepts of speech in industry and would be of invaluable 
assistance to employeJis and prospective employees in all 
branches of industry. It is boped that this effort may. 
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to a measurable extent• be of service to those who read it. 
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APPENDIX A 
APPENDIX 1l. 
DATE_, ______ _ 
TIME~.,_ ____ _ 
NAME OF THE FIRM·~--------------------
NAME OF THE PERSONN!;t DlRECT""\.--------------
NUMBER OF EMPLORES IN THE FIRM; 
SALES BELP:_._a!'FICE llELP·---i.ll1'CEPl'IONI6'T. __ .STOCKROOM HEtP_ 
1, Do you requ:l.re any particular educational background••as measured 
by the number of years formal schooling ccmpleted••as a pre• 
requisite tor employment in your firm? 
SALES BiLP._OFFICE HELP_Rl£CEi'TIQNIST_Sl'OCKROOM HELP __ _ 
2. When you interview a person for a position in your firm do you 
take particular note of his speech habits? 
SA.LES H15LP_OFFICE llELP_RECEi'TIONIS!'_Sl'OCKROOM HELP,·_--
.3. When you interview a perscn for a position in your firm do you 
take particular note if he has good speech? 
SALES r!ELP_OFFICE HELP_REGEPTIONIST_STOCKROOI/l HELP. __ _ 
;... When you interview a person tor a position :i.n your firm do you 
take particu.br note if he has scme noticeable speech detect? 
&\LES HELP-OFFICE HEI.P_Rr~CEPTIONIST_STOC.KROOIIl HELP, __ _ 
PITCH 
5. Would you empla,y a person who has a high pitched voice? 
SALE,S HELP_OFFICE rlF.Ll'_RllCEi'TIONis:t'_STOCiffiOOM HELP __ _ 
6. Would fGU e!;tpley !l p.waon who has an unttllW!l]J' low pitched voice? 
SALES 14ll:tP_OrFICf. Hll:tJ>_Ylli;Q~;PJ.'IOlU81-S'l'OOY.JJ.OO/i! !i!M. __ 
7. f!~;r<lld ymt employ a pn-fl!on who spooku :tn a mooctOll.e? 
Slttl!:S ffillLP_OF:!I'ICE m:.:t.,P_roi:CEX'l'llii4Iin'_S'!'CClmOOM HELP __ 
S. Would ;rou el!lploy a man who epea.!ts in a falsetto voice? 
SAUS flltLP_G'F:W.It l'!itP_roi:O.EPl'IONI,'rr_S'l.'OOK!!OOllt lll!7IJ>·--
9. Would you emplo, a woman who apeakB in a falsetto voice? 
SALES m;;r,p_OF!l'ICF; ll!!:tf~.EC!!:P'.t'IOO'I&'T_STOOKfl.Wli'! R!\LP __ 
10. l~oul.d y011 l!!mplo;r a person who ~Jpeab am thooj£b bll were always out 
tit b:ra~~th? 
11. Wtmld y® employ a pl!>l'$0!'1. who ~U.•Yil l'IPfi!illlal in a loud boht<s:roua 
wice? 
12. Would you _,loy !'!. p&rll!<:~n who l!llways aJP«tks in a w•Mdt voice? 
$!\US flE:tP_Ol<'fiOE l!Etl>_,JillOEPTIO!<llS'f-$l'OO!!ROO\II l'lfotP __ 
l,. Would you t~APlCIY a persm who has a nasal tone of voioe? 
1:!.\U:s l1ll::ti'_Oli'FICE m:u•__;m;C~i'I'lotU,fl'r_~J'l:'O:lKl~Ol.IM 1'ii\:t,tJ __ 
9:3 
1.4. Would you employ a person who ms s. harsh sounding voice? 
15. Would you employ a pt>.raon who speaks with a hoarse-husky voice? 
16, Would you employ a person who speaks with a thin•metallic voice? 
SALES HELP_OFFICE JlELP_RECEPTIONIST_STOOKROCl\1 HELP __ 
ARTICULA~'ION 
17, Would you employ a person with slovenly speech? 
SALES HELP_ OFFICE HELP_RECEPTIONl&"l'_STOOl!ROfll! HELP __ 
18, Would you employ a person who lisps? 
SAlES llELP_OFFICE J!ElJ'_REOEPTIONI&'T_ST<llKROOM HELP __ 
19 • Would you employ a person who has substitutions in his speech? 
20, Would you employ a person who bas 0111issions in his speech? 
SAlES HELP_OFFICE HELP_.Jl1WF;Pl'IONIST_3I'OCKROOM HELP __ 
21, Would you employ a person who bad distortions in his speech? 
SALES llELP_OFFICE llELP_RECEPTIClUST_STOOKROOM HELP. __ 
22. Would you employ a person who continuously mispronounces common 
words? 
VOCAtlULARY 
2:;. Would you employ a person who displays a weak vocabulary by using 
simple words in the wrong places? 
SALES EELP_CFFICE EELP_REOEFTIONIST_STOCKROOM HELP __ 
24. Is an average vocabulary all tbs.t is required for successful 
emplowment in your firm? 
SALES flELP_CFFICE EELP--.:::RECEFTIONIST_STOOKROOM HELP __ 
RHYTHM 
2;. Would you employ a person who stutters? 
26. Would you employ a person who repeata himaelf often? 
SALES l!ELP_OFFICE EELP_REOEFTIONIST_STOC!\Jl.OOM EELP __ 
27 • Would you employ a person who speaks in a regional dialect? 
28. Would you employ a person who speaks with a foreign accent? 
8/I.LES l!ELP_OFFIOE EELP_JrECEPTIONIST_.!JTOOKROOM llELP_:--
RATE 
29. Would you employ a person who speaks v1~ry rapidly? 
SALES HELP __ OFFICE llELP_llECEPl'IONIST_STOOKRQOM f!ELP __ 
30. Would you employ a person who speaks very slowly? 
GRAMMAR 
31, Would you employ a person who uses poor grammar? 
ORGANIZATION OF SUBJECT MA'l'TER 
32, Would you employ a person who seems always 11mixed .. up11 in his 
thought structure? 
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SALES HELP;.....,_OFI!'lCE HELP_RECEPTIONIS'l'_S'l'OOKROOM HELP_· --
33. Would you employ a person who seems to alwa,;rs ramble in his 
thoughts, thus displaying the rambling thinking by his speech? 
SALES HELP_OFFICE HELP_RECEPTIONIST_S'l'OOKROOM HELP __ 
34. Would you employ- a person who pays little attention to you when 
you are speaking to irlln? (inattention) · 
SALES HEI.P_OFFICE HELP__RECE!'TIOl'IIS'l'_S'l'OOliROCJ.l HELP __ 
35. Would you employ- a pereon who displays little clarity or orderly 
arrangement ot his ideas? 
PERSONAL ADJUS'l'MEN'!'S 
36. Would you employ a person who has little or no poise? 
SALES BELP_OFFICE HELP_RECE!'TIONIS'l'_STOCKROOM HELP __ 
37, Would you employ a person who displays no sincerity in his 
speech? 
SALES HEI.F_Oll'FIOE l!ELP_RECEl"l'IONIST_S'l'OCKROOM HEf,P __ 
3S. Would you empley a person who seems affected in hie speech? 
39. Would you anploy a person who displays l:l.ttle enthusiasm when he 
speaks? 
40. Would you employ a person who speaks with a d:l.epla;y ot 
antagonism? 
SAIJ!;S HELP_OF.FICE HELP_RECEP!'lONISl'_STOOimOCII HELP __ 
41. Would you empley a person who speaks with a. display ot egotism? 
SALES l!ELP_OFFICE HELP_REOEl?'l'IONIST_STOOKROOO HELP __ 
1,2. 'liould you empley a person who speaks with a. display of apology? 
S.U.ES HELP_OFFlCE l!ELP_RECEFTIONIST_STOOlffiOOM HELP __ 
43. Would you employ a person who speaks with a display of a 
domineering personality? 
44. Would you employ a. person whose speech displays little confidence 
in himself'? 
45. Would you employ a person who seems embarrassed when speaking to 
you? 
SALES EELP_OFFICE EELP_fiEOEPT!OlUSl'_STOOKROOM l!F;LP __ 
46. Would you empley a. person who clears his throat often? 
SALES HELP_OFFICE llELP_RECEPTIONIST_STOCKROOM HELP __ 
t.7 • Would you employ a pwam who aeems unduly nervws when 
spealdng? (He mq blink hill ~~yes, rub Ids hands, shift his 
feet, shift his eyes• etc.) 
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SALES HELP _00 ICE l!E:IJ' _RJT.CEPTIONil>1'_8TOC!rn.OOM HJ!:LP:...--
' 
1.8. Would yOU employ a. person who l:llls poor po>rture? 
SAIJ:;S HELP_OFFICE EELP_llBCFPTIOlUSl'_&rOOI!ROOM !UU,P·--
1/i • Would you employ a persm who is door, but who can cllllll!ltlnieate by 
sig~1 language? 
SALES h'ELP_OFFICE f!EtP_!lECEl!-'l'IONISl'-BTOCKROOM HliLP __ 
50. i'loul.d yw employ a pwson who is deaf', but who can speak some and 
uses lip reading for communication? 
SALES llELP_!FFICE BEI.l'_l\l.\Cll:PTIONl8T_S'l'OCKROOM I!ELP __ 
!)2.. Is it possible f'or a pwson to 'J:AX,K h:imee.lf out of a job with you? 
SALES !'ELP-Oil'FlCE !l'Et:p__JlECEfTIONlSI'_STOCKROOII! BEL!' __ 
5:;1. l'l! it po~f!il.bllll f<W a person to 'l"!!.l.lt M:.mself into a job with you? 
11-\UW H~~Ll'_ Ol!"'i'ICE !fE;I,f'_R!IOEPTIONISf_frl.'OOl'J~OOM l!fiJW __ 
54. Do you ever attempt to judge the personality by the speech? 
SAtE$ i!EIJ'_OFFICE !tll:LP__liECEPTlONI6'1'_S'TOOKROO!il HET,P __ 
55. Po you eve:r attempt to judge honesty by the speech of the 
individual? 
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SALES RELP_OFFICE HELl'_RECEPI'IONIST_STOOKROOM HELP __ 
56. How do you :rate you:rsel£ as to first impressions of individuals? 
il.PPENDIX B 
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